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Abstract
Synthesis gas (CO+H2) can be produced via various pathways such as steam reforming, partial
oxidation as well as autothermal reforming. Steam reforming is strongly endothermic and partial
oxidation is weakly exothermic. By combing of the steam reforming and partial oxidation process
can be operated at autothermal conditions (autothermal reforming). However, using the pure
oxygen as oxidant is quite expensive and using the air would have the nitrogen content in the
downstream processes. Oxygen permeable membrane enables the oxygen ions to be selectively
transported through the membrane by blocking the nitrogen and other gases outside. In the
literature part of the study, the mechanism and applications of the perovskite membranes as well
as the preparation methods were introduced.

There were 12 membranes (A-H) tested in this thesis for toluene decomposition on the perovskite
membrane under different temperatures, air flow rates, toluene amounts, bottom flow rate of
toluene and nitrogen. Furthermore, the effect of the steam and gasification gas at atmospheric
pressure were investigated. The results showed that the oxygen flux increased with the increased
temperature and air flow rate. Higher bottom flow rate (2 l/min) of toluene and nitrogen results in
lower oxygen flux value and the toluene amount has less effects on the oxygen permeability.
Moreover, the oxygen flux reached to 3.03 ml/min*cm2 at 900 oC, air flow rate of 0.45 l/min and
total  bottom  flow  of  0.5  l/min  by  adding  the  gasification  gas,  of  which  oxygen  flux  value  of  1.8
ml/min*cm2 for a normal run under the same condition. Regarding to the toluene conversion, it
was clear that the toluene conversion increased with the increase of the temperature and it was
higher with the gasification gases than with the steam. In summary, the oxygen fluxes were in the
same range from 1.75 to 2.46 ml/min*cm2 and C7 membrane had the highest oxygen flux and the
optimal condition for the membrane was high temperature (900 oC), high air flow rate (0.45 l/min),
with gasification gases and the optimal toluene amount dependent on the oxygen flux value.

Keywords Renewable Syngas, hydrocarbon decomposition, Oxygen permeable membrane,
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1. Introduction

Gasification of biomass is considered to be one of the most promising technology to

produce syngas because the raw material is renewable and process is environmentally

friendly  [1].  Synthesis  gas,  which  is  mainly  the  mixture  of  carbon  monoxide  and

hydrogen, can be produced via various pathways, for example, steam reforming, partial

oxidation as well as autothermal reforming. The steam reforming process is

endothermic which requires external heat sources to break down the hydrocarbon

compounds to form H2-rich gas. By contrast, the partial oxidation process is a weakly

exothermic and it requires less energy and is less cost-intensive as well as provides a

lower H2: CO (2:1) ratio resulting in a more favourable composition for the synthesis of

Fischer-Tropsch or methanol. Autothermal reforming is an alternative to steam

reforming that combines of the steam reforming and partial oxidation reactions.

However, using the oxygen as oxidant for partial oxidation or autothermal reforming

process is quite expensive that will increase the investment cost. Separating the oxygen

from the air  could be favourable but it  will  increase the nitrogen content,  of  which is

not suitable for the downstream processes such as Fischer-Tropsch. [2]

Oxygen permeable membranes enable the oxygen ions to be selectively transported

through the membrane by blocking the nitrogen and other gases outside. It acts as a

supplier of oxygen for the partial oxidation. The pure oxygen separated from the air by

OPM is cheaper, economic, and environmentally friendly and no formation of NOX in

the reactor in theory takes place [3]. The core of the oxygen permeable membrane

reactor is to combine both separation and reaction steps into one process making

possible to get rid of expensive distillation [2].

Tar, which is the byproduct of the biomass gasification process, brings problems for the

downstream process equipment including blockage or corrosion. The tar consists of the
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aromatic compounds such as benzene, toluene and naphthalene. The tar can be

removed by the oxidation reactions, which can be provided by Oxygen Permeable

Membranes (OPM). Toluene was chosen as an example to represent the tar

compounds in this study. [4]

The literature part of the thesis provides the mechanism and application of perovskite

membranes as well as the manufacturing methods. The experiments were carried out

between 700-950 oC at atmospheric pressure. The experiment was performed by

exposing one side of the membrane to the air and the other side to the toluene. Both

thermal conductivity detector-Gas Chromatography (TCD-GC) and Flame Ionization

Detector-Gas Chromatography (FID-GC) were used for analysing the products. There

were a total of 12 of perovskite membranes (A-H) that has been studied in the

experiments. Different temperatures, air flow rates, total flow rates of toluene and

nitrogen, toluene amounts, effect of the steam and gasification gases were evaluated

for perovskite membranes in order to investigate the optimal reaction conditions. The

main target was to compare several perovskite materials and find the optimal

conditions for the best material, where the partial oxidation was the target reaction.
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2. Oxygen Permeable Membrane

Mixed  ionic  electronic  conductors  (MIEC),  also  known  as,  dense  ceramic  oxygen

permeable membranes, which exhibit both electronic and oxygen ionic conductivity,

are capable of oxygen separation from air [5]. The partial pressure differences of the

oxygen ions between two sides enable the oxygen ions to be selectively transported

through the membrane. At the same time, counter transport of electronic charge

carriers is required to maintain charger neutrality [6]. No external electrodes are

required for transportation due to the electronic-ionic conductivity, but elevated

membrane operation temperature (from 700°C to 1000 °C) is needed. Owning to the

nature of oxygen vacancies, oxygen purities can be obtained with 100% selectivity at

high temperatures, which means nitrogen or any other gas are blocked from the

membranes [7].

The researches on the dense ceramic oxygen permeable membranes have gone

through the steps from the fluorite-type compound to the perovskite-type compound

[8]. Takahashi et al. [9] initially reported the fluorite-type Bi2O3-BaO for mixed ionic-

electronic conductivity in 1976, of which novel applications of CaO or Y2O3-doped ZrO2

(CeO2) membranes have attracted a great attention in the research area during the last

30 years. However, these fluorite materials have low electronic conductivity and the

first perovskite membrane La1-xSrxCo1-yFeO3-δ was  developed  by  Teraoka  et  al.  [10]  in

1985 to obtain high electronic-ionic and conductivity. In contrast, Perovskite materials

have relatively high electronic conductivity (102-103 S.cm-1), ionic conductivity and high

oxygen permeability at elevated temperature. The MIEC also combines both separation

process and catalytic oxidation conversion processes into single step for synthesis gas

production. [11]
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2.1 Theory (Mechanism)

The oxygen transportation mechanism across the membranes is a complicated

physical-chemical process, which can be understood by the defect theory. The crystal

lattice defects on the membrane material result in the existence of oxygen vacancies

which enable anionic oxygen to be selectively transported; meanwhile electronics

provide the electronic conductivity [8]. The driving force of dense membranes is the

oxygen chemical potential gradient between two sides of the membrane. To simplify

the process, the oxygen is first adsorbed, dissociated on the high oxygen chemical

potential feed side and then transported across the ceramic material in the form of

oxygen anions to low oxygen chemical potential (oxygen-lean side), finally associated

and desorbed to form oxygen molecules. The oxygen transportation steps were shown

in Figure 1: [13]

· Step 1. Diffusion: the oxygen molecules on the high oxygen chemical potential

feed side diffuse to the membrane surface.

· Step 2. Adsorption: oxygen molecules adsorb on the high oxygen chemical

potential membrane surface to form adsorbed oxygen.

· Step 3. Dissociation (surface reaction): the adsorbed oxygen disassociates to

chemisorbed oxygen ions and occupies oxygen vacancies to form crystal lattice

oxygen ions (O2-).

· Step 4. Ionic transport (bulk diffusion): the oxygen ions are transported across

the crystal lattices vacancies to oxygen-lean surface driven by oxygen chemical

potential gradient.

· Step 5. Electronic transport (bulk diffusion): Meanwhile, counter transport of

electronic charge carriers is required to maintain charger neutrality.

· Step 6. Association (surface reaction): the oxygen ions recombined with

electrons to form oxygen molecules by releasing the electrons in the electronic

conducting phase under the low oxygen chemical potential permeate side.
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· Step 7. Desorption (surface reaction): the recombined oxygen molecules

released from the permeate stream as pure oxygen.

· Step 8. Gas transport: the oxygen molecules on the low oxygen chemical

potential feed side are formed new molecules.

The molecular diffusion of oxygen molecules in step 1 and 8 are independent of

membrane characteristics, whilst step 4 and 5 involve the transportation of oxygen ions

and electrons through the crystal lattice vacancies and carried out only at the elevated

temperature. The steps 2-3 and 6-7 are the surface reaction steps which are controlled

by surface dissociation/association kinetics, whereas the steps 4-5 are dependent on

the intrinsic characteristic of the membrane materials and membrane thickness. Hence,

it is clear that the oxygen permeability is essentially dominated by two factors, surface-

exchange resistance on membranes interfaces and bulk diffusion of solid oxide state.

[14]

Figure 1. Schematic of oxygen transportation progressive steps through the perovskite

membrane. [15]

3
4

5

7

6

8
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2.1.1 Bulk diffusion

The oxygen permeability under oxygen chemical potential gradient is mainly dominated

by the diffusion rate of oxygen ions through the lattice. The interaction between gas

phase oxygen and lattice oxygen can be described by Kröger-Vink notation: [16]

O2 + VO
•• + 2e’ ↔ Ox

o (1)

Where, oxygen vacancies (VO
••), free electrons (e’) and lattice oxygen (Ox

o). Oxygen

vacancies provide the anionic oxygen to be selectively transported and compensated

by electronic charges to maintain charge neutrality.  In this equilibrium, oxygen

vacancies are assumed to be ionized fully and the concentration of free electrons e’ is

negligible.

The oxygen permeability can be expressed by Wagner equation: [17]

= − ∫ ( ∙ )
( )

"
(2)

The ionic conductivity is calculated based on Nernst-Einstein relation: [18]

= 	[ ••] 	 (3)

In which JO2 is oxygen permeability in mol m-2 s-1; R is the gas constant (J mol-1 K-1); T is

the temperature (K); F is the Faraday constant (C.mol-1); L is the membrane thickness

(m); σel is electronic conductivity; σion is ionic conductivity (Ω-1.cm-1); P’’O2 and P’O2 are

the oxygen partial pressure at the oxygen rich side and lean side; [ ••] is the

concentration of oxygen vacancies in mole fraction, Dv is the oxygen vacancy diffusion

coefficient (cm2 s-1)  and  Vm  is  the  molar  volume  of  the  perovskite  type  (cm3.mol-1),

respectively.

Consequently, according to Wagner equation it is obvious that the O2 permeation rate

depends on temperature, membrane thickness, the partial pressure differences
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between oxygen rich and lean side as well as the ionic and electronic conductivity. The

conductivity is the product of oxygen defect concentration, where the electrons

concentration is negligible. According to Nernst-Einstein equation, the oxygen

permeability is determined mainly by three factors: the oxygen vacancy

concentration	[ ••] , the oxygen vacancy diffusion coefficient Dv and the temperature.

The increase on the oxygen defect concentration will increase the oxygen permeability

of the membranes.

The oxygen flux has inversely proportional relationship with the membrane thickness,

which means decreasing the membrane thickness will lead an increasing of O2

permeate rate. However, the oxygen permeate rate is not proportional to 1/L. The

resistance to oxygen ions conduction for thinner membranes will be limited to a certain

value. The decrease of membrane thickness will also affect the mechanical property of

membranes. The value of Lc can be determined by: [19]

=                                                                 (4)

Where Dc represents oxygen anions diffusion coefficient and Ks is the oxygen surface

exchange coefficient, respectively. Based on this equation, the membrane thickness is

independent on the oxygen flux and oxygen conductivity; it only depend on oxygen

anion coefficient and oxygen surface exchange coefficient. During the experiments, it

has been found out that the membrane thickness is also determined by operating

environment, for example, the temperature, O2 partial pressure and preparation

methods. However, decrease of the thickness of the membrane has less effect on the

oxygen flux, if some catalytic material (Pt, Ag) is deposited on the membrane surface.

[20]
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2.1.2 Surface exchanges

If the reduction of membrane thickness has less effect on the ionic conductivity,

surface-exchange reaction becomes the controlling step of the oxygen flux. In practice,

the surface exchange reactions proceeding at the gas-oxide interface involve sequential

steps of adsorption, dissociation, surface reaction, gas diffusion and finally recombined

oxygen molecules. Consequently, the oxygen partial pressure difference is consumed

by interfacial oxygen exchange. The mechanism of surface exchange is a complicated

process, which may express as follows: [20]

O2 (g) ↔ O2 (ad)                                                                                                (5)

O2 (ad) + e’↔O2’ (ad)                                                                                       (6)

O2 (ad) + e’ + S (ad) ↔ 2O’ (ad)                                                                      (7)

O’ (ad) + e’ ↔ O’’ (ad)                                                                                      (8)

O’’ (ad) + ••↔ Ox
o  (9)

Equation (1) represents adsorption; (2) and (4) are charge transfer processes, (3)

correspond to dissociation and (5) is the incorporation step in interfacial zones. The

reverse  reactions  of  re-oxidation  of  oxygen  ions  follow  the  same  steps.  The  surface

reactions are mainly governed by the charge transportation between oxygen to the

oxide surface and the progressive steps will control the overall mechanism of the

oxygen flux.

According to the Wagner’s equation for bulk transport incorporated with surface

reaction kinetics, the general flux equation for surface-exchange can be expressed as

follows: [7]

= −
( ⁄ )

∆
(10)
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Compared to Wagner’s equation for bulk diffusion, the only difference is the

membrane thickness and the flux is independent to L. Therefore, the value of Lc is the

parameter for determining the influence of bulk or surface processes on the oxygen

permeability. If the membrane thickness is greater than Lc (L>10Lc), bulk diffusion

determines the oxygen flux. While the membrane thickness is significantly lower than

Lc (L< 0.1Lc), the oxygen flux is dominated by surface exchange kinetics. If it is closer to

Lc, the oxygen permeability is governed by both bulk diffusion and surface exchange

[20].

The surface exchange kinetic could be enhanced by adding catalyst (Ni or noble metals)

on the membrane surface, or by increasing the exchange surface rate, or by increasing

the oxygen chemical potential gradient. However, the increase on the PO2 gradient will

decrease the chemical stability and mechanical stability of the membranes. In

conclusion, oxygen permeation rate dominated by the working condition, membrane

thickness, the partial pressure differences, the electronic and ionic conductivity

(oxygen vacancies concentration) and the surface catalytic kinetics. The overall

controlling factor for oxygen permeability is shown below in figure 2. [20]

Figure 2. The overall mechanism for oxygen permeability [20]
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2.2 MIEC Membrane Types and Structure

Mixed ionic electronic conductor displays the potential advantages for oxygen

transportation, which results in high oxygen selectivity in theory. The two most

promising compounds for oxygen permeability are fluorites and perovskites (single

phase  &  double  phase)  in  terms  of  the  chemical  structure.  The  compounds  such  as

pyrochlore (A2B2O7), brownmillerite (A2B2O5), Sr4Fe6-xCoxO13,  materials  with  A2BO4+δ,

bimevox compounds, Ruddlesden-Popper series (An+1BnO3n+1) and orthorhombic

K2NiF4-type series are also available for mixed conductor; of which the last two series

belong to perovskite-related intergrowth structure. Since they are not so popular, it is

not included in our discussion. Perovskite type compounds (single phase ABO3-δ type)

are the main subjects in this study [11].

2.2.1 Fluorite compounds

As previously mentioned, fluorite type compounds have high oxygen ions mobility due

to their crystal structure. Fluorites contain a cubic packing of anions with half of the

interstices occupied by the metal cations in the cubic (8-coordinate) holes [11] (Figure

3).  The  ideal  ratio  of  the  cation  to  anion  must  be  4.38  to  maintain  the  cation-anion

contact and closest packed cations in the fluorite structure. A smaller ratio will cause

less closely packed of cations and a larger ratio will result in less cation-anion contact.

This fluorite type material has the cations occupying all the cation sites, which provide

the empty space for oxygen anions to form oxygen defects [21].

Recently, the research has focused on fluorite materials such as CaO, Y2O3 or  Sc2O3

doped ZrO2; Sm2O3, Gd2O3 or Y2O3 doped CeO2 and SrO and Y2O3 or Er2O3 doped Bi2O3

for application of solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC). However, these fluorite materials have

very low electronic conductivity resulting in low oxygen permeability. Hence, in order
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to improve the electronic conductivity, the metals such as Pt, Pd, Au, Ag should be used

as dopants to form high potential composite materials. Even though the electronic

conductivity has been increased, the mixed ionic-electronic conductor for fluorite type

is still unfavorable.

Figure 3. Structure of fluorite compounds [7].

2.2.2 Perovskite compound (single phase)

The most promising material of MIEC membranes is the perovskite type with the

formula ABO3-δ and it has gained greatest attention during the past. The ideal perovskite

structure is  cubic  in  which A has approximately  same size with O ions and B site ions

tend to be smaller. It can be described that B cations are located in the corners with 6-

fold  coordination  and  A  cations  with  12-fold  coordination  in  the  center  and  oxygen

atoms are at the midpoints of the edges. (Figure 4) [21]. Perovskite material has

symmetric cubic structure with the ratio of the A-O bond length to B-O bond length

√2 :1. Generally speaking, A-site ions can be alkali, rare-earth or alkaline-earth ions

such as  La3+, Na1+, Ca2+, Sr2+ or Ba2+. The B-sites are occupied by the transition metal

ions such as Fe3+, Co3+, Ni2+ or Cu2+ [20]& [23].

The most common perovskite compounds are A+B5+O3, A2+B4+O3 and A3+B3+O3. Recently,

substitution of A and B sites by doping different elements has been investigated. The
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idea is to increase the physical-chemical properties and oxygen permeability of

membrane materials, of which the formula can be expressed by AxA1-x ByB’1-yO3-δ. The

elements  for  chemical  doping  on  the  A  site  are  aliovalent  metals,  of  which  a  lower

valence metal will increase the ionic conductivity. Doping higher valence metal in the A

site decreases the ionic and doping same valence bigger radius will keep the ionic

conductivity and at the same time increase the chemical stability in the reducing

environment. The doped metals on the B-site are usually transition metals. The

multivalence of the B-site ions mainly affects the electronic conductivity and stability of

the material [23].

When an A-site metal ion is completely or partially replaced by metal ions with lower

valence, it will lead to the increasing amount of oxygen vacancies that mainly affect

oxygen ionic conductivity. Meanwhile, the aliovalent transition metal ions in B-site will

change valence state to maintain the electronic neutrality to provide the electronic

conductivity. Therefore, perovskite material performs both high oxygen ion

conductivity and electronic conductivity. The high number of the oxygen vacancies will

result in higher oxygen permeation flux. The higher number of defects can be achieved

by doping of A-site ions with different valences. Doping elements with lower valence

state  (Cu  or  Ni  ions)  on  B-site  will  increase  the  chemical/thermal  stability  of  the

membrane. The transformation of B can be explained below [20]:

Bn+1 – O2- – B(n-1)+ B(n-1)+ – O- – B (n-1)+ B(n-1)+ –O2-– Bn+

Figure 4. The ABO3 structure of perovskite compounds [20].
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2.2.3 Dense dual phase compounds

Longo et al. [24] initially reported mixed conducting dual-phase membranes in 1961

due to the fact that single-phase membranes, especially perovskite type, have low

mechanical/thermal stability in the strong reducing environment. Therefore, dual

phase compounds have been developed and extensively studied in order to enhance

the overall membranes stability. Dual-phase membranes A2BB’O6 or double-perovskite

type both exhibit magnetic and electronic properties. They consist both oxygen-ion and

electronic conducting phases in which oxygen ions and electrons are transported in two

independent passage. The oxygen-ion conducting phases are usually made of high

oxygen-ion conducting and stable solid oxide electrolyte materials and the electronic

conducting phases are electronic conductive oxides or noble metals. Usually, the

fluorite-type membranes are used as ionic conducting phase, together with noble

metals such as Pt, Au, Ag etc or pure electronic conducting oxides such as perovskite

type or MnFe2O4 for electronic conducting phase to form Ce0.8Gd0.2O1.9-La0.7Sr0.3MnO3

dual phase [25].

Recently, doped Bi2O3 and Ag have been intensively studied for dual phase. The most

common used oxygen-ion conducting phases are Y2O3 or CaO doped ZrO2, which are all

fluorite-type membranes. Solid oxide electrolytes such as yttrium doped zirconia (YSZ)

and gadolinium doped ceria (CGO) have been used to improve the chemical stability in

carbon dioxide atmosphere [26]. Double phase perovskite oxides such as Sr2CaWO6 and

Sr2MgWO6 have shown potential advantages in long-term oxygen permeability and

thermal stability [27]. However, the manufacturing of dual phase compounds are

limited due to the incompatibility of the components that needs to be improved in the

future.
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2.3 Perovskite type MIEC Membranes

2.3.1 Characteristics of Pervoskite Membranes

The requirements for a good oxygen selective membrane are the capabilities for

oxygen adsorption/desorption, oxygen diffusion and 100% oxygen selectivity. The

oxygen is transported as follows:

O2 ↔ O2 adsorbed ↔ O2
-absorbed ↔ 2O- adsorbed↔2O2- ↔2O2- lattice

The radii of A- (rA) and B-site (rB)  cations must fulfil the Goldschmidt tolerance factor (t)

in order to form perovskite structure: [28][29]

= ( )
√ ( )

                                                                  (11)

When t=1, the perovskite is ideal cubic compound with stable cubic symmetry structure.

When t=0.75-1, the perovskite structure is maintained. Usually most of the perovskite

structure  has  lower  symmetry  structures  due  to  the  distortion  by  the  cation

displacements, in which leads to bond lengths (A-O, B-O) shorter than in the ideal type.

[30] &[31]

In reality, structure transformation under high oxygen chemical partial gradient leads

to internal stress of membranes as a result of decrease the oxygen permeability. The

tolerance factor,  used for  the adjustment of  doping with different cations on A or  B-

sites for structure stability. Doping lower valence state of A-site will affect the defect

formation and B-site cation valence dominates the structural stability. The possible

structure transition from cubic to non-cubic can be calculated from the tolerance factor

[30] & [31].

The perovskite type materials are considered to be electronic conducting membranes,

of which the oxygen permeability depends on electronic/ionic conductivity of the
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membranes. Therefore, to improve the oxygen ionic conductivity was the key to

improve the oxygen flux. The ionic conductivity could also be expressed as follows: [30]

σion	T = A × exp	(− ) (12)

= ( ) ∙ (∆ ) (13)

= [ ••](1− ••) (14)

Where T represents absolute temperature as Kelvins; A is the exponential factor; Ea is

the sum of activation energy of oxygen mobility and defect formation energy (J mol-1),

usually Ea=∆ 	(∆ 	 	 	 ℎ );	C is concentration of charge carries;

is geometric factor; Z*e charge carries number; ao stands for jump distance; vo is the

jump odds; No is the number of oxygen ions per unit volume and •• is the oxygen

vacancy, respectively.

Based on equation (12), it is obvious that oxygen flux increases either by increase

exponential factor or decreasing activation energy, if the temperature is fixed. Based

on equation (8), the value of C is related to the concentration of oxygen vacancy, which

fits on Nernst-Einstein relation. The increase of oxygen vacancies concentration leads

to the rise of the value of A and therefore, the ionic conductivity will increase as well. It

is  important  to  emphasize  that  the  Ea  value  will  enhance  the  oxygen  flux  as  well.

Activation energy (Ea) is related to the cavity size (rc), lattice free volume (Fv) and

metal-oxygen average bond energy (ABE). The equation is shown as follows:

=
√ 	 	

( ) √ 	
                                                                           (15)

= − ⌊ + + (3 − ) ⌋                                                            (16)

When the oxygen ions passing through the cavity in the membranes, they need to

enter the narrow space in the center of two A cations and one B cation (Figure 5). The
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rc (rc<1.1  Å)  is  the  radius  for  that  circle  which  is  usually  smaller  than  the  radius  of

oxygen ions (ro=1.4 Å). Hence, to pass the narrow space will require in relaxation effect

of oxygen ions which needs high energy (activation energy Ea) to overcome the force

for oxygen ion migration.  The larger rc will result in less relaxation effect and lower

activation energy value. The increase of the radius of A and B will decrease the rc value

[30].

The lattice free volume (Fv) is the volume difference between the lattice and the total

ions. The larger value of the lattice free volume means the larger space for oxygen

mobility, which results in high oxygen permeability. The value of Fv increases with the

rises of radius value of the A-site and B-site [30].

Metal-oxygen average bond energy (ABE) is the energy between A-O and B-O bond

strength, which affects the oxygen vacancies. The less value of average metal-oxygen

bond  energy  leads  to  the  oxygen  ions  losing  metal  easily.  The  ABE  value  also  affects

both adsorption and dissociation steps and oxygen ionic bulk transportation. The

higher oxygen ionic conductivity prefers lower average ABE value [30].

Therefore, the oxygen flux in the membrane can be increased either by partially doping

metals on A-site to increase the oxygen vacancy or by choosing higher radius of A and B

metal ions to lower the activation energy. Lower value of ABE is also important factor

for increasing the ionic conductivity.

Figure 5. Oxygen ions transportation path.

A+

A

O2-
B

+
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Electrons are required to maintain charger neutrality and the mechanism process can

be shown below [30]:

Bn+— O2-—B(n+1)+ →  B(n+1)+ —O-— B(n+1)+ → B(n+1)+ — O2-— Bn+ (17)

Some metal ions have high thermal expansion coefficient under a large oxygen

chemical gradient or high temperature, causing the thermal expansion of the lattice

volume promoted by the ionic radius change (e.g. Co2+, Co3+ and Co4+). As a result, the

formation of cracks and membrane failure can take place during the operation. Under

the reducing environment (H2), the large amount of the oxygen defects cause the

lattice expansion and phase transition, which results in structure distortion. When the

perovskite-related membranes with doped alkaline earth metals are exposed to the

CO2 atmosphere, they may react with gas species like CO2 resulting in the low chemical

stability. The poor chemical stability under the high reducing environment, poor long-

term oxygen permeability under the high oxygen chemical potential condition as well

as low mechanical stability limits the practical applications. Therefore, it is wiser to

dope the B-site with higher stabling metals (Fe, Cr, Zr, Ti or Mo) in order to restrain the

transformation of the unstable metals, which increases the chemical/thermal stability

of the membrane materials. [31]
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2.3.2  Current situation of Single phase ABO3-δ perovkite-type materials

2.3.2.1 Research progress

Since  Teraoka  et  al.  [1]  has  reported  firstly  dense  ceramic  perovskite  oxides  of  La1-

xSrxCo1-yFeyO3-δ  composition in the 1980s, various perovskite (ABO3-δ) types or related

structures such as SrFeCo0.5Ox, Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3-δ and LaxA1-xCoyFe1-yO3-δ  (A=Sr, Ba)

have been studied. Considerable investments on the research of the dense ceramic

membrane have been done in America, Japan and Netherlands. Numerous membranes

have been reported, which partial substitution of Ca, Ba, Pr, Nd, Sm and Gd to A-site,

and Sc, Ti, Cr, Mn, Ni, Cu, Zn, Al, Ga, Zr, Nb, Mo, Sn, Sb and W for doping of the B-site

[20] & [23]. Almost all the alkaline metals and transition metals have been employed in

the membranes. However, among these materials there are only few membranes

suitable for practical applications because of the low thermal/chemical stability and

poor mechanical strength. There are some materials that meet the practical

requirements, for example, Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3-δ with high oxygen permeability and

thermal ability for short-term operations [32]. Cobalt-free membranes have been

investigated such as La0.6Sr0.4Ga0.6Fe0.4O3-δ to enhance the thermal stability. Recently,

Harada reported BaCo0.7Fe0.2Nb0.1O3-δ having high oxygen-permeability and stability for

long-term (700h) operations, and it has been widely used for coke oven gas oxidation

under high oxygen chemical potential gradient in China [23].

2.3.2.2 Selection of perovskite material for oxygen permeation membrane

When selecting the perovskite material for the practical applications, five factors need

to be considered: oxygen permeability, phase stability, thermal expansion, tolerance in

reducing environment (H2)  and CO2 resistance for application of oxygen separation in

catalytic oxidation process. The oxygen permeability is dominated by the natural
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property of the metal ions in A-site and doped metals for creating the more oxygen

vacancies, while phase stability depends on the radius of both A and B-site which is

judged by the calculation of the tolerance factor close to 1. The thermal expansion is

affected by stability of multivalence state on the B-cations. The more stable of the

metal oxides resulting in high stability and the easy transformation of the valence state

causing low stability (Co2+, Co3+, Co4+); Adding the lower valence state cations such as

Fe and Cu to the original B-site cation will restrain the transformation of less stable

metal ions as a result of lower the thermal expansion coefficient. Under the reducing

environment, the membrane stabling, it is judged by the reaction with H2. Normally,

alkaline earth metal, rare earth metal and some high valence state metals will react

with H2.  The resistance to the CO2 is affected by the cations on A-metal, with alkaline

earth metals (Ba2+) easily reacting with CO2 and water vapor [30].

The target of the selection of the membrane material is to provide high oxygen

permeability, high phase stability under reducing atmosphere as well as sufficient

mechanical strength. Therefore, there are several rules used to guide for development

of the perovskite membrane materials, which is summarized below [30].

1) The  selection  of  suitable  doped  metal  cations  to  A  or  B-site  should  meet  the

tolerance factor in the range between 0.75-1 in order to maintain the structure

stability. The more close to 1 will provide high phase stability, high ionic

conductivity and electronic conductivity for practical applications.

2) The selection of the rA- and rB-site cations tend to be as  large as  possible.  The

large ionic radius leads to maximizing the lattice free volume, which would

suppress the structure transition due to formed larger tolerance factor.

Moreover, the metal with low average bonding energy (ABE) is favourable in

order to obtain high ionic conductivity.

3) Doping higher valence metal in A site will decrease the ionic conductivity due to

the  reducing  amount  of  oxygen  lattice  and  doping  same  valence  with  bigger
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radius will keep the ionic conductivity while increasing the chemical stability in

reducing environment (Ba-Sr-Co-Fe-O). Therefore, A-site cations should be of

large size and have low ABE value and low valence state.

4) For B-site cations, two types of cations are ideal: one which has higher valence

in order to keep high thermal/chemical stability and structure stability and

another  one  is  transition  metal  ion  for  redox  reactive.   For  the  high  valence

stable metal cation in B-site, the amount of the stable metal is preferred to be

low to improve the structure and thermal ability.

The previous subsections for the perovskite type materials can be summarized as

       follows:

       Table 1. Selection of perovskite B-doped metal ions for oxygen permeation

       membrane [34]

Property                                                                                      Metal

Oxygen ion conductivity                                                            Co>Fe>Ga>Mn>Cr>Ti

Electronic conductivity                                                              Co>Fe>Mn>Cr>Ga>Ti

Oxygen surface exchange coefficient                                     Co>Fe>Ga>Mn>Cr>Ti

Thermal expansion coefficient                                                 Co>Fe>Mn>Cr>Ga>Ti

Chemical expansion coefficient                                                Co>Fe>Mn>Cr>Ga>Ti

CO2 tolerance                                                                               Ti>Ga>Cr>Mn>Fe>Co

Creep rate                                                                                     Ti>Ga>Cr>Mn>Fe>Co

A-site Low activation energy (Ea) (high oxygen flux)            Ba, Sr, Ca, Bi, Pb

A-site High activation energy (Ea) (high stability)                  La, Y, Pr, Nd

B-site Low activation energy (Ea) (high oxygen flux)            Co, Mg, Zn, Mn, Bi, Cu, Ni

B-site High activation energy (Ea) (high stability)                  Al, Cr, Zr, Ti, Mo, V,
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2.3.2.3 Current situation and future development

Although it has been significant progress in dense ceramic oxygen membranes in the

past decades, there are still some challenges need to be overcome to reach a technical

utilization of ceramic membrane for practical applications. The current membranes are

still unfavourable due to the low oxygen flux value and stability which limits their

applications. The future improvements of membrane are listed as follows [35] & [36]:

1) Membrane Materials: the increase the oxygen permeability flux value through

surface modification either by adding supported layer or microstructure

modification changing surface exchange kinetics. The stability under the

reducing environment and CO2 tolerance are other urgent issues for further

improvements and double-perovskite membranes or dual phase membranes

are recommended.

2) Membrane Manufacturing: the preparation methods, sintering parameters and

materials shape (disk, tube, capillaries and hollow) needs to be further

improved, which is discussed in the following section.

3) Chemical reaction: the catalytic activity of these oxides is generally insufficient

for selective oxidation; hence suitable catalysts such as nickel are necessary for

the application of dense ceramic reactors in large-scale practical usage.
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3. Membrane preparation methods

Three sequential steps: preparation of powders, shape-forming of membranes and

sintering of membranes are employed for membrane preparation. Three synthesis

methods (solid state, Co-precipitation and sol-gel methods) are frequently used to

produce MIEC powders. Other less common methods such as hydrothermal methods,

spray and freeze drying, plasma spraying, electronic beam evaporation and arc

vaporization are also reported [37]. Typically powder possesses relatively large pores

(i.e. diameters larger than 1um). Ceramic shape forming processes involves compaction

(densification) of precursor powders to produce dense ceramic membranes, followed

by sintering process. The mechanical property (strength) and morphology (grain size,

grain boundary and size distribution) of the membrane depends on the form of raw

materials, the nature of the process (preparation methods) and preparation conditions

(pH, temperature, additives, duration, and atmosphere) leading to effect on oxygen

permeability.

3.1 Preparation of powders

Solid-state reaction: the  solids  (oxides,  carbonates,  hydroxides  or  salts),  with  the

desired metal ions are mixed together by mechanical process of grinding and mixing,

usually applying a ball mill, followed by the subsequent calcination for a given time (3-

10 hours) at the temperature (800 ºC-1100ºC). A sufficient amount of agent of some

volatile organic liquid (acetone or alcohol) is added to aid the homogenization prior to

the mixing and the powder is dominated by starting materials and grinding.  Solid-state

reaction is a frequent method to produce the conventional powders because of the

easy-controlling and low cost. However, the high calcination temperature may cause
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the growth of the intermediate products leading to deactivation, and the homogeneity

and the purity of the power are relatively poor. [11] & [19]

In the Co-precipitation, the aqueous solution with the desired cations are mixed

together by adding a precipitation agent (H2O2, KOH or Na2CO3), followed by filtration,

drying and subsequent calcination at high temperature (600ºC-800ºC) to obtain final

products. The morphology and the physical characteristics of the desired products are

adjusted by the control of concentration, temperature and atmosphere (pH) as well as

mixing rates to get materials in an exact stoichiometric composition. Co-precipitation is

an ancient technique which require lower temperature and shorter reaction time than

solid-state reaction and shows better homogeneity and higher power purity. This

technique is popular because of the fast reaction, easy controlling and requires less

amount of energy. However, both the solid-state and co-precipitation cannot achieve

the uniform dispersion of different metals. The inhomogeneities of the powders might

occur in the co-precipitation method. Meanwhile, a doping agent could be mixed into

the solution in order to obtain the better compositional homogeneity and addition of

surfactants and a capping agent are required to adjust the partial size. [19]

In the sol-gel method (Citrate-EDTA method), the metal alkoxides or nitrates containing

the desired cations are mixed together and they undergo hydrolysis and condensation

reactions to form hydroxides or oxides (sol), followed by the agglomeration and

evaporation for the production of an amorphous-like gel, which is dehydrated and

subsequently thermally decomposed in low temperature to obtain desired powders.

The citric acid-ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) is the most popular method in

the sol-gel preparation family due to its advantages of excellent chemical homogeneity,

lack of carbonates, high relative density and powder purity. In citreate-EDTA method,

the complexation of metal alkoxides are mixed together by adding chelating agent

(citric acid, EDTA or glycine) to prevent partial segregation of metal components,

followed by aging (syneresis) and calcination (100 ºC-200 ºC). The pH and temperature
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affect the degree of the complexation, the productivity and morphology of sol as well

as the final properties of desired gel products. Compared with solid-state reaction and

co-precipitation, sol-gel method shows the properties of high purity and fine powder

and requires low calcination temperature. Therefore, it has been widely applied for

synthesizing fluorite and peroviskite-based compounds. [19]

3.2 Shape-forming of membranes

Pressing, solvent casting (phase inversion) and plastic extrusion are the three basic

shaping processes for ceramics powders, of which the most noted methods are

pressing and extrusion. Pressing process applies relatively high pressures into the

porous aggregates to ensure the strength of the body. Isostatic pressing and hot

isostatic pressing are frequently used. Isostatic pressing produces uniformly compacted

membrane with extremely high mechanical strength resulting membrane pore

diameter of 1-10 nm range [37]. Hot isostatic pressing (HIP) gives additional

densification which provides the characteristics of open porosity, narrow pore size

distribution, high mechanical strength and higher fluid permeability [37]. Plastic

forming with extrusion processes involves the mixing of powders and plastic paste,

followed by deaeration and deagglomeration. The paste is forced through a

constricting die at a given speed controlled by the piston pressure to obtain elongated

shapes of constant cross-section. The solvent casting or phase inversion is typically

used in ultrafiltration membranes for converting the polymer solution into gel. In slip

casting, the suspension mixture of the properly sized particles, dispersants, binders and

plasticizers (slip) are ball-milled, deaerated and poured into a porous mould, followed

by compaction on the mold walls by capillary force. Tape casting is a well-established

practice for making porous mould in microelectronics to fabricate films in the range of

0.01 to 1mm thick. [39]& [40] & [41]
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3.3 Sintering

Sintering leads to densification of a compacted green body and provides the disk,

tubular or hollow-fiber shaped membranes with the required mechanical strength by

means of heat treatment (>1000ºC) for a certain time. The achievement of the state of

minimum free enthalpy is the major driving force of the sintering process and the

membrane undergoes pore elimination, grain growth, material diffusion, evaporation,

condensation, dissolving and precipitation when the temperature and time are

increased. Higher temperature is required to increase the number of saturated

chemical bonds in the crystal lattice and enable material transport (diffusion), which

leads to the improvement of the mechanical properties of the membrane [42].

The microstructures (grain size and grain boundary) and properties of membrane

depended on the sintering temperature, dwelling time, ramping rates as well as the

sintering atmosphere, which leads to effect on the oxygen permeability reported by

researchers. S. Diethelm et. al has reported that when the temperature of duration of

treatment was increased in the preparation of La0.5Sr0.5FeO3−δ membrane, the grains

grew larger and the grain boundary decreased, which leads to lower oxygen flux due to

the increase of the activation energy in the bulk diffusion [42]. Karton et. al has also

reported that LaCoO3−δ membrane oxygen flux will decrease with the rise of the grain

size due to  formation of blocking layers at the grain boundaries in the high

temperature resulting in decrease of the oxygen ionic conduction [43] &[44].
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4. Hydrocarbon decomposition on oxygen perovskite membrane

Synthesis gas or syngas (H2+CO) can be produced by biomass gasification and

subsequent steam reforming of hydrocarbons in the gasification gases. The steam

reforming requires external heat sources to break down the hydrocarbon compounds

to form H2-rich gas. It produces the high H2/CO (3:1) ratio, which is not suitable for the

downstream processes such as Fischer-Tropsch synthesis. In contrast, the partial

oxidation is a weakly exothermic reaction via the introduction of enough oxygen into

the feed for converting the fuel into carbon monoxide and hydrogen in a short

residence time. It is less energy and cost-intensive as well as provides a lower H2: CO

(2:1) ratio resulting in a more favourable composition for the synthesis of Fischer-

Tropsch or methanol. However, it has drawbacks of lower yields due to the oxidation of

CO and H2. [2]

Autothermal reforming (equation 18) is the combination of the partial oxidation

reaction and steam reforming processes that using the air or pure oxygen and steam as

oxidants. It takes the advantages of both, in which the heat released by the exothermic

oxidation reaction is cooperated with heat required for the endothermic steam

reforming at contemporaneously increasing of the hydrogen yield. If the heat released

by the exothermic oxidation is balanced with the heat for endothermic, the reaction

proceeds under the energy neutral conditions; if the heat from the oxidation reaction is

larger than the heat required for the endothermic steam reforming, the temperature

would balance by itself and no external heat is needed.

                                                  CnHmOp + aO2 + bH2O → cH2 + dCO2 (18)

Although partial oxidation based on air is more favorable than steam reforming, the

downstream process contents nitrogen. Therefore, a source of pure oxygen is needed

to avoid conventional cryogenic separation of unnecessary gases. An alternative route
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is to apply MIEC membrane reactor, which provides the pure oxygen separation and

can be combined with the catalytic partial oxidation process reducing the capital cost

potentially by 45%. Hydrocarbon decomposition on the oxygen pervsokite membrane

involves three consecutive steps: oxygen separation, partial oxidation and steam

reforming/mixed reforming. [45]

4.1 Process overview

4.1.1 Oxygen separation from perovskite membrane reactor

In the current industrial applications, the reforming processes include huge separation

steps with high investment and operation costs. The core of the oxygen permeable

membrane reactor is to combine both separation and reaction steps into one process

making possible to get rid of expensive separation by distillation. Oxygen permeable

membrane (OPM) acts as a supplier of oxygen for the partial oxidation. The pure

oxygen separated from the air by OPM is cheaper and environmentally way friendly to

produce pure oxygen. There is no formation of NOX in the reactor in theory due to the

high selectivity of oxygen and the impermeability to nitrogen. It reduces the energy and

capital cost significantly and makes the hydrocarbon gas conversion to alternative fuel

more feasible. It is much safer than the conventional reactor, operating within the

explosion limits can be avoided and oxygen can be pre-mixed with natural gas for

reducing the blockage by hot spots. [45]

Pure oxygen separated from the air is further used in the catalytic oxidations and

various  type  of  inert  gas  is  employed  as  sweep  gas  such  as  He,  Ar  etc.  The  idea  of

having the sweeping gas in the oxygen membrane reactor is to ensure that enough

oxygen sources are available in the oxygen-enriched side and to enlarge the partial

pressure gradient leading to high oxygen permeability. The sweeping gas has positive

effect on the oxygen flux value and it increases with the increase of the oxygen partial

pressure gradient. [36]
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In the oxygen permeable reactor, there are various types of active oxygen species

acting as the reactant in the reaction zone, for example, O2ad,  O, O-,  O2
-,  O2

2-,  O2-,  O2
-,

etc; the lattice oxygen on the membrane surface also provides the catalytic property to

activate the hydrocarbon [46]. The oxygen permeable membrane provides the oxygen

selectively separated from air, while its catalytic property is less important if there is a

reforming catalyst present in the reactor. It distributes the oxygen uniformly with

controllable partial pressure gradient and oxygen permeation rate. As a result, the

undesired weakness of the conventional co-feeding reactor can be avoided [46].

4.1.2 Partial oxidation of hydrocarbon on the perovskite membrane

Partial oxidation process involves two types of oxidation, which are the thermal partial

oxidation (TPOX) and catalytic partial oxidation (CPOX). TPOX, which is widely used in

converting the methane to hydrogen-rich syngas, proceeds with air or oxygen in the

temperature range between 1200-1400 °C with absence of catalysts. The products are

carbon monoxide and hydrogen and the general reaction equation is shown below. In

the industrial practical applications of TPOX, the air-fuel ratio is higher than

stoichiometric ratio in order to prevent the coke formation. Methane is oxidized with

oxygen to form carbon monoxide and hydrogen, while aromatic hydrocarbons are

cracked to form alkenes under the high temperature. [47]

                                               CnHm + n/2 O2 → n CO + m/2 H2,     ∆Ho
298K<0                         (19)

In CPOX, the temperature is reduced to the range between 750-900 °C due to the

presence of catalyst. The introduction of the catalyst will increase the syngas (hydrogen

and carbon monoxide) selectivity and decrease the production of by-product leading to

less coke formation. [48].
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At the relatively high temperature, the hydrocarbons or aromatic compounds will cause

the thermal cracking due to their low stability. The formation of the short-chain carbon

of alkane or alkene is favored leading to the coke formation finally; further oxidation of

short-chain carbon compounds form the gas products of CO, CO2, CH4,  H2O  and  CnHm

etc. Therefore, it is necessary to add the catalyst in the membrane reactor to prevent

the coke formation from long-chain hydrocarbons. Meanwhile, the selectivity of the

hydrogen and carbon monoxide increases, whereas the hydrocarbon compound

performs relatively inert and low synthesis gas selectivity is obtained in the absence of

the catalyst. [49]
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4.1.3 Steam reforming/Mixed reforming of hydrocarbon on perovskite membrane

The gases produced from the partial oxidation over the catalyst on the membrane are

mainly  CO,  H2, and  some  CO2 and  H2O. The resulted gases diffuse to the membrane

surface  again  and  react  with  the  lattice  oxygen  to  form  additional  H2O  and  CO2 to

increase the oxygen permeability, of which follows the process of mixed reforming. The

mixed reforming is achieved after the partial oxidation and it involves the reactions of

steam reforming (CH4+H2O), water-gas shift (CO+H2O), methanation (CO+H2 or CO2+H2),

dry reforming (CnHmOp + CO2), autothermal reforming (CnHmOp + O2 + H2O) and CnHmOp

+ CO2 + H2O. The possible reactions are shown below: [50]

Steam Reforming:

CH4+H2O→ CO+H2         ∆Ho
298K=206  KJ/mol                          (20)

                                                CnHmOp+ H2O→ CO+H2 ∆Ho
298K>0                                              (21)

Water gas-shift:

                                              CO+H2O↔ CO2 + H2 ∆Ho
298K= -41.2 KJ/mol                   (22)

Methanation:

                                              CO+3H2→CH4+H2O              ∆Ho
298K= -217 KJ/mol                   (23)

                                              CO2+4H2→ CH4+2H2O         ∆Ho
298K= -178 KJ/mol                   (24)

Dry reforming:

                                              CH4+CO2→2CO+2H2                                                                   (25)

CnHmOp+ CO2→ CO+H2 ∆Ho
298K>0                                              (26)
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4.2 Reaction mechanisms of hydrocarbons on the perovskite membrane

4.2.1 Partial oxidation of methane

Recently, the partial oxidation of methane (POM) in the perovskite membrane

Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3-δ (BSCFO) reactor has been intensively studied [51]. As shown in

Figure 6, one side of the membrane was exposed to the compressed air from the

bottom and methane and helium are from the other side [52]. Two different of

membrane reactors were applied to investigate the performance of catalyst on the

membrane, of which of the configuration A (OCM reactor) operated without the

additional catalyst and reactor B (POM reactor) with the catalyst of LiLaNiO/ 	 -Al2O3

with 10wt% of nickel loading packed above the membrane (Figure 8) [53]&[54].

Figure 6. (a)  Experimental setup of POM; (b) detailed [53] & [54].
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Figure 7. (A) Experimental setup of OCM without catalyst for OCM experiment (B) with

catalyst of LiLaNiO/ γ -Al2O3 with 10wt% of nickel for POM [53]&[54].

The mechanisms of POM to hydrogen and carbon monoxide have been conflicted in

two versions. One is the direct partial oxidation mechanism (DPO mechanism), which

includes dissociation of methane into adsorbed carbon and H2 over the surface of the

catalyst, the H radius recombination to molecular H2 and the remaining carbon reacting

with oxygen to form CO. The other is the combustion-reforming mechanism (CRR

mechanism) where the CH4 is  first  oxidized  to  CO2 and  H2O followed by subsequent

steam reforming and dry reforming. [54] & [55]

In the OCM reactor, the catalytic behaviour of the BSCFO was investigated at high

temperature of 800-900 °C with the air exposed from the bottom and CH4 on the top in

the reactor. The air flow rate was 300 ml/min and 0.21 atm of oxygen partial pressure

gradient. The results showed that species of C2H4,  C2H6,  H2O, CO2,  O2,  and  CO  were

present in the reaction chamber, while it was also found numerous amount of the

unreacted molecular oxygen in the products with C2 selectivity of 48.2-72.8% and the
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methane conversion of 3.25-0.65%. It is reasonable to understand: there are various

types of active oxygen species, for example O2ad,  O, O-,  O2
-,  O2

2-,  O2-,  O2
-,  etc acting as

oxidizer at the membrane surface. The methane will react directly with the lattice

oxygen without presence of the catalyst on the surface of the membrane. However, it

is unfavourable that methane reacts with the lattice oxygen on the membrane in the

absence  of  catalyst,  since  the  membrane  is  really  inert  due  to  its  stable  chemical

structure of tetrahedral molecule with four equivalent C-H bonds and no double-bond

or triple bond in the structure.  [56]  & [57].  Although the catalyst  is  not  presented on

the membrane surface, the perovskite membrane has some catalytic properties that

enables the small amount of methane to react with oxygen. [53] [55] & [58]

For the POM reaction, the catalyst LiLaNiO/α-Al2O3 was packed into the reactor and air

and methane were inserted into both sides in the temperature of 850°C with the flow

rate of 300 and 34.99 ml/min. There were CO, CO2,  H2O, H2,  H2O but no C2H4 or C2H6

detected in the chamber. The methane conversion of 98.5%, CO selectivity of 93%,

1.93-1.97 of H2/CO ratio and 10.45 ml /cm2 min oxygen permeability were achieved [53]

&  [54].  After  adding  the  catalyst  LiLaNiO/ 	  -Al2O3 on  the  surface  of  the

Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3-δ (BSCFO) membrane, CH4 dissociates  over  Nio sites forming

hydrogen H* and CH3* surface species. The dissociation H* was recombined to form H2

and react with lattice oxygen on the membrane surface to form water. The carbon (or

CH3* species) reacted with water (OH*) at the interface to form carbon monoxide and

hydrogen (Figure 8). The possible reaction pathway is shown below: [59]

CH4+ Nio→ Ni…….C + 2H2                                                                                 (27)

CH4 → CH3* + H*                                                                                               (28)

H + H→ H2                                                                                                          (29)

2H* + O2 → H2O                                                                                                (30)

C+ H2O→CO+ H2                                 (31)
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The compounds of synthesis gas were then diffused on the surface of the membrane to

react with the lattice oxygen for additional production of hydrogen, carbon monoxide,

water and carbon dioxide. The oxygen permeability of the membrane is greatly

enhanced due to the additional consumes of the oxygen on the reaction side of the

membrane led to increasing the oxygen chemical partial gradient. The presence of

strong reducing gases of H2 and CO will  cause the oxygen flux value increase as  well.

Meanwhile, the methane conversion and the selectivity of H2 and CO were increasing

significantly [59].

Figure 8. The reaction mechanism of CH4 dissociation on the BCFNO membrane reactor [59].
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4.2.2 Mixed reforming of heptane on the perovskite membrane

Mixed reforming of heptane was performed in a membrane reactor of

Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3-δ (BSCFO)  with  certain  amount  of  steam,  oxygen  and  helium  for

the hydrogen production. One side of the membrane was exposed to air from the top

(air flow rate of 200 l/min), while the heptane reforming mixture and helium were

inserted from the other side under the 0.21 atm of oxygen partial pressure gradient.

The catalyst LiLaNiO/	 -Al2O3 was packed above the membrane and experiment under

the temperature of 850 °C (Figure 9). [60]

Figure 9. Experimental setup of mixed reforming of heptane [60].

The BSCFO membrane was tested in long-term operation of 100h under the gradient of

air/He to keep the stability. The results showed heptane conversion of 100%, 91-93% of

CO  selectivity  and  95-97%  of  H2 selectivity were achieved after 100 h. The oxygen

permeability was maintained at 11.5 ml/cm2 min that is excellent stability in the high

reducing environment with the presence of the catalyst. The air flow rate and the
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temperature affected the oxygen flux value, which could be adjusted during the

operations. [60] & [61]

The mechanism of the heptane reaction is proposed by Xiong el al [60] as follows:

Without  the  catalyst:  there  are  various  types  of  active  oxygen  species,  for  example

O2ad,  O,  O-,  O2-,  O2
2-,  O2

-,  O2
-,  etc  acting  as  oxidizer  at  the  membrane  surface.  The

absorbed heptane on the membrane surface will initially react with the lattice oxygen

to form CO and CO2 with the selectivity of being CO2 is less than that of CO. CO2 was

considered to be obtained from CO by oxidation. Meanwhile, a large amount of the

unreacted heptane and oxygen were detected on the surface, which means that the

oxygen permeability flux was low at the moment. Also the perovskite membrane

(BSCFO) has the low catalytic property that enables the small amount of heptane to

react with oxygen [60] & [62].

When the small amount of catalyst LiLaNiO/α-Al2O3 was introduced to the reactor, the

active sites of NiAl2O4 were reduced to Nio. Under the high temperature, the C-C bond

of heptane will thermally crack and dissociate into hydrogen H* and surface CH3-R*

species.  The  dissociated  H*  was  recombined  to  form  H2 or reacted with permeated

oxygen  to  form  water.  The  carbon  (or  CH3-R*  species)  reacted  with  water  (OH*)  to

form CO and H2.  The formation of CO2 was probably due to the further oxidation of the

CO or the oxidation of coke on the surface. Moreover, there were large amount of the

short-chain hydrocarbons, e.g.C2H4, CH4, C2H6, on the surface of the membrane due to

the thermal cracking, as a result of much higher coke deposition tendency on the

membrane. Compared with the partial oxidation of methane, the oxidation of the

heptane suffered from the coke formation problems, which can be decreased by the

adding the catalyst. At last, the conversion of the heptane as well as the selectivity of

CO and H2 will increase. The oxygen permeability was highly enhanced by the reduction

of H2 and CO. [59]
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Finally, the components of synthesis gas are diffused on the membrane surface to react

with the lattice oxygen over the catalyst for additional production of H2,  CO, H2O and

CO2, followed by the mixed reforming of heptane with O2, water-gas-shift reaction,

methanation, reverse water-gas-shift reaction, dry reforming and autothermal

reforming etc. The final products were H2, CO, CO2, H2O and some alkanes or alkenes.

[59]
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4.2.3 Mixed reforming of coke oven gas on the perovskite membrane

Coke oven gas (COG), which mainly contains of hydrogen, methane, carbon monoxide,

carbon dioxide and less amounts of other substances (toluene and benzene), is a by-

product  of  coke-making  process  and  it  is  the  most  attractive  source  for  syngas  or

hydrogen production. Only small amount of the coke oven gas is synthetized as fuel,

while most of COG is burned and discharged into the atmosphere directly resulting in

air pollution in China. Therefore, the converting COG for hydrogen production as clean

energy by using oxygen permeable membrane has received increasing attention all

over the world, especially in China. [59]

The  experiment  of  COG  reforming  on  a  BaCo0.7Fe0.2Nb0.1O3-δ (BCFNO) reactor with a

certain amount of NiO/MgO catalyst on the membrane surface was investigated. One

side of the membrane was exposed to compressed air and the other side was inserted

with COG gases (58.7% H2, 31% CH4, 7.3% CO, 3% CO2). The flow rate of compressed air

was  200  ml/min  and  for  COG  was  controlled  to  100  ml/min  under  the  high  chemical

oxygen pressure gradient of 0.21(oxygen-rich) to 0.01 (oxygen-lean) atm. The

experiment apparatus is shown below in Figure 10. [59]

Figure 10. The experiment setup of BCFNO membrane reactor for coke oven gas

reforming [59]
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The results showed that the oxygen permeability flux (17.2 ml cm-2min-1) under the

COG was greater than in normal condition with air/CH4 (3.8 ml  cm-2min-1) due to the

presence of strong reducing gases of CO and H2 to be immediately converted by

permeated. The selectivity of H2 and CO increased from 56.6%, 91.3% to 75.1% and

108.2%. The original carbon dioxide in COG was converted to carbon monoxide through

the reforming reactions of methane. The packed catalyst of NiO/MgO had less effect on

the oxygen permeability, while it effected the selectivity of H2 and CO. [59]

The mechanism of the COG in the membrane reactor was also proposed by Yang et al

[59] (Figure 11). The original H2 in the COG first dissociated on the membrane surface

and reacted with the lattice oxygen or ionic oxygen to form water, meanwhile, very

minor amount of CH4 dissociated over the Nio sites to form H2 and surface active carbon

for the production of additional H2O  again  by  the  reaction  with  O2.  The  formed  H2

reacted with oxygen to produce H2O again. The remaining CH4 reacted with produced

H2O  by  steam  reforming  to  form  H2 and  CO  over  the  catalyst  bed.  The  oxygen

permeability was controlled by the amount of the H2 and  the  catalyst  improved  the

selectivities of CO and H2 by steam reforming of CH4.

Figure 11. The mechanism of COG in the BCFNO membrane reactor [59].
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4.2.4 Mixed reforming of toluene on the perovskite membrane

Tar content in syngas from gasification process is undesirable and causes a serious

problem of the downstream equipment blockage and corrosion, therefore, to remove

the tar by oxygen permeable membrane is required to be investigated [63]. There is

lack of recent literature studies for the toluene decomposition on the oxygen

permeable membrane and only few studies exist. Xiong et al [60] investigated toluene

decomposition on the Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3-δ (BSCFO) membrane with small amount of

catalyst LiLaNiO/α-Al2O3 for 100 h operation between 800 to 950 °C together with

certain amount of steam, oxygen and helium. The results showed oxygen permeability

flux value of 12.1 ml/cm2 min (at 950 °C). The largest problem was the coke formation

on the catalyst surface due to the formation of the short-carbon chains products e.g.

alkenes, methane or C2H2 caused by the thermal cracking of the aromatic hydrocarbons

under the high temperature.

The mechanism of the toluene decomposition on the membrane surface followed

oxidation-reforming processes, which can be surmised to follow the previous

mechanism of methane, heptane and coke oven gas (Figure 12) Initially, the toluene

reacted with the various types of  active oxygen species,  for  example O2ad,  O,  O-,  O2-,

O2
2-,  O2

-,  O2
-, etc on the membrane surface to form carbon monoxide, hydrogen and

less amount of CO2 and H2O. Additionally, due to the thermal cracking of toluene takes

place via two reactions:

 C6H5CH3 → C6H5CH2 + H                                                                    (32)

 C6H5CH3→ C6H5 + CH3                                                                       (33)

The subsequently cracking via C6H5CH2 →C6H5→C4H3→C2H2

C6H5CH2 ↔ C2H2 + C5H5                                                                   (34)

C6H5 ↔ C2H2 + C4H3                                                                         (35)
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There might be nearly 90 different kinds of the side products e.g. C2H2, C2H4, C4H2, C3H6,

C3H4,  C5H6,  C6H6 and heavy species like xylene and ethylbenzene formed on the

membrane surface at various temperatures. All of these unpredicted and unexpected

compounds lead to the coke formation on the surface of the catalyst, which can be

minimized by the adjustment of flow rate, temperature and steam to carbon ratio.

After adding the catalyst on the membrane surface, there are mainly six species in the

outlet gas: H2, CO, CH4, H2O, CO2 and CnHn. The following reactions are assumed to take

place on the surface of the catalyst/membrane:

· H2 is first dissociated over the Nio surface into H* and reacted with the lattice to

form steam. (2H + O2→H2O)

· CO is absorbed on the Nio sites and reacted with the produced H2O to form CO2

and H2O by water-gas shift. (CO +3H2O → CO2+ H2O)

· CH4 is partially dissociated over Nio sites forming hydrogen H* and surface CH3*

species.  The  dissociated  H*  is  recombined  to  form  H2 or to react with lattice

oxygen on the membrane surface to form water. The carbon (or CH3* species)

can react with water (OH*) to form CO and H2. The carbon will might react with

water to form CO and H2 as well. The formed hydrogen will react with oxygen to

form the H2O again. The remained CH4 will  react  with produced H2O in steam

reforming to form H2 and CO over the catalyst bed (CH4 → CH3* + H* ; H + H→

H2 ; 2H* + O2 → H2O, H2+O2=H2O, C+ H2O→CO+ H2, CH4+H2O= H2+CO )

· CO2 is  formed due to the further oxidation of  the CO or  the oxidation of  coke

formed on the surface.

· CnHm undergoes further thermal cracking of toluene over the catalyst to coke,

which accumulated on the catalyst surface or reacted with H2O  to  form  more

CO and H2 leading to reduced coke formation. (C+ H2O→CO+ H2 )

Therefore, the products are mainly CO, H2 and H2O or less amount of CO2 and CH4 etc. ,

of which the catalyst promote the selectivity of the CO and H2.
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Finally, the produced gases are again diffused on the membrane surface to react with

the  lattice  oxygen  over  the  catalyst  for  additional  product  of  H2,  CO,  H2O  and  CO2,

followed by the mixed reforming of CnHm with  O2, water-shift reaction, methanation,

reversed water-gas-shift reaction, dry reforming and autothermal reforming etc. The

final  products  are  H2, CO, CO2 and  H2O.  The  high  oxygen  permeability  flux  value  will

achieved by the strong reducing gases of H2,  CO  and  mixed  reforming  processes,  of

which the selectivity of CO and H2 will be increased as well.

Figure 12. Reaction mechanism of toluene [60]

C7H8
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4.4 Reaction parameters of the toluene decomposition in the membrane reactor

4.4.1 Effect of reaction temperature

The temperature will affect the following things: oxygen permeability flux value,

selectivity  of  the  H2,  CO  and  CO2,  the  conversion  of  CH4, the toluene decomposition

products (short-chain carbon species) and the catalyst deactivation.

The oxygen flux value dependence on the temperature in the toluene reforming has

been reported by Xiong et al. [56]. The oxygen permeability increases from 4.25 to 12.1

ml/cm2 min  at  800°C  to  950  °C  in  mixed  reforming  of  heptane  to  syngas  on  the

Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3-δ (BSCFO). The experiment shows the oxygen flux value in heptane

reforming increases with the increase of the temperature, whereas due to the increase

of the oxygen ions  diffusion rate leading the increase the oxygen vacancies controlled

by bulk diffusion (Figure 13). [59]

Figure 13. Effect of reaction temperature on the oxygen flux value of heptane on the

Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3-δ (BSCFO).  (Air flow rate: 200 ml/min, helium flow rate, 30 ml/min)

[60]
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The compositions of the products are drastically dependent on the temperature due to

the differences in the reaction rates and chemical equilibriums (Figure 14). At the

temperature between 800-950 °C, toluene was completely converted. Based on the

figure, it is obviously that the selectivity of H2 and  CO2 increased constantly with the

increase of the temperature, while the selectivity of methane and CO declined with the

increase of the temperature. At the lower temperature (800°C), some alkene (C2H2)

existed  which  was  not  shown  in  the  figure.  The  oxygen  flux  value  at  800°C  was  at

lowest and the oxygen transport was not efficient enough to completely convert all

C7H8 to  CO  and  H2. It is also well-known that the thermal decomposition of

hydrocarbon is favored at high temperatures. Therefore, a certain amount of alkene

was observed on the membrane. With the increasing temperature, the oxygen flux

increases and it leads to increase of the selectivity of the H2. However, the actual ratio

between  the  O/C  is  higher  in  the  operation,  which  means  there  are  more  oxygen

available than the reaction required resulting in the less production of CO and more

production of CO2.  Another reason was that  the WGS reaction is  favored causing the

increased production of CO2. Therefore, the increase of the temperature has a

favorable effect on the production of H2. [60]

Figure 14. Effect of the temperature (Vair=200ml/min, W/C=0.38, He/C=1.8) [56]

The catalyst deactivation is also affected by the temperature, i.e. the increasing of the

temperature inhibits the deactivation of the catalyst due to the promotion of the
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gasification of the coke precursors. The longer chain hydrocarbon results in various

type of coke formation in wider temperature range which is unpredictable. [60]

4.4.2 Effect of air flow rate

The air flow rate has an influence on the oxygen permeability, the selectivity of the H2

and CO and the methane conversion, which is shown in Figure 15.

The oxygen permeability increased from 4 to 7 ml/cm2 min with the air flow changing

from  50  to  400  ml/min,  however,  the  oxygen  permeability  remained  constant  at  7

ml/cm2 min and had only slightly changes with the air flow rate above 200 ml/min. It

means that the exchange of the oxygen on the air side was not the rate controlling step

of the oxygen permeation with the air flow rate above 200 ml/min at 850 °C. Therefore,

it was better to fix the air flow rate to 200 ml/min. [60]

The  selectivity  of  the  H2 and  CO2 was increased with the increasing of air flow rate,

while  the selectivity  of  the CO and CH4 was decreased.  With the increasing of  the air

flow rate, the oxygen permeability started to increase. The excess oxygen caused the

further oxidation of the CO to CO2. Meanwhile, the WGS reaction produced CO2 as well.

Therefore, it resulted in the lower production of CO and increased production of CO2.

With the air flow rate above 200 ml/min, the oxygen flux value remained constant and

the selectivity of the H2, CO, CO2 and CH4 stayed constant as well. [60]

Figure 15. The effect of the air flow rate of toluene (T=850°C, W/C=0.38, He/C=1.8) [60]
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4.4.3 Effect of steam to carbon ratio

Steam is employed not only for production of the additional H2, CO and CO2, but also to

prevent the coke formation on the catalyst. Xiong et al. has reported that a higher S/C

ratio leads to high hydrogen and carbon dioxide production but lower the production

of carbon monoxide and methane (Figure 16). It is due to the water-gas shift reaction,

steam reforming of CO and the methanation reaction increased the selectivity of CO2

with a high S/C ratio. In addition, the oxygen permeability flux value increased with the

increasing S/C ratio. [64]

Figure 16. Steam to carbon feed ratio (T=850°C, Vair=200ml/min, He/C=1.8). [66]

However, it was also found that there is no significant effect on the H2 and CO2 yield as

well  as  the  oxygen  flux  value  by  further  increasing  the  S/C  ratios.  The  oxygen

permeability flux value sustained stable (7 ml/cm2 min) with the S/C ratio of 0.5. It can

be explained by the coke formation on the catalyst as a result of the blocking of the

oxygen transformation through the membrane.

Moreover, the S/C ratio should not be too high, which could lead to the negative

effects on the reaction, the H2 production yield and energy efficiency. The large

amount of the water causes the excess energy required for the heating and results in

waste of energy. Therefore, there are two factors to be considered in order to optimize

the S/C ratio: [65]
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(1) S/C ratio is recommended to be high enough to prevent the coke formation.

(2) S/C ratio is not recommended be too high to prevent the extra heating of H2O.

4.4.4 Effect of the catalyst

The adding of the catalyst on the surface of the membrane has a significant effect on

the oxygen permeability, methane conversion as well as the selectivity of the H2 and

CO. Due to the lack of literature studies for the toluene decomposition, the

performance of BaCo0.7Fe0.2Nb0.1O3-δ (BCFNO) for coke oven gas conversion to syngas

coupled with nickel-based catalyst (figure 17) is presented here. [66]

Figure 17. The performances of the BaCo0.7Fe0.2Nb0.1O3-δ (BCFNO)  for  coke  oven  gas

without catalyst and with nickel-based catalyst. (Air low rate: 92.9ml/min, reaction

temperature, 1148K) [66]
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The oxygen permeability coupled with nickel-based catalyst increased even twice more

than in the normal membrane reactor as shown in the Figure 18. It was due to the fact

that the addition of catalyst activated for the oxidation reactions of reducing species

such as hydrogen, carbon monoxide and CH4 as a result of the additional consumption

of oxygen for high oxygen permeability. The catalyst performance on the product

selectivity and conversion should be specially highlighted: the methane conversion was

increased from 10% to 90% and the selectivity of H2 and CO was significantly increased

with Ni-catalyst. [55]
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4.4.5 Long-term test of mixed reforming

The ideal dense oxygen permeation membrane reactor should possess the excellent

oxygen permeability as well as the stability under the reducing environment. However,

the coke formation as well as the low chemical and mechanical strength can lead to an

unstable ceramic membrane reactor. The performance of the Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3-δ

(BSCFO)  was  investigated  over  the  duration  of  100h  at  850  °C  for  the  toluene

decomposition. The results shows that the BSCFO membrane maintains its physical

structure, which is proved by the high oxygen permeability and excellent phase stability

and chemical/mechanical stability under the reducing environment. [67]

Furthermore, the stable performance of the membrane for toluene decomposition was

related to the optimization of the temperature (850 °C), S/C ratio (0.38), air flow rate

(200 ml/min)  as  well  as  the existence of  the catalyst  (LiLaNiO/	 −Al2O3). The oxygen

permeability of 10 ml/cm2 min, as well as the 90-92% selectivity of CO and for 95-97%

H2 and CH4 conversion of 95-99% were achieved (Figure 18). [67]

Figure 18. The long run of mixed reforming reaction of toluene in the membrane

reactor. (T=850°C, Vair=200ml/min, He/C=1.8) [67]
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EXPERIMENTAL PART

The objective of the experimental work was to find optimal conditions for hydrocarbon

decomposition on the oxygen permeable perovskite membrane in order to remove the

tar  from gasification gases.  One side of  the membrane was exposed to the air,  while

the other side was exposed to the tar and nitrogen. Oxygen, which was permeated

through the membrane from the synthetic air, acted as oxidizer to convert the

hydrocarbon into synthesis gas by the oxidation reaction.  The simplest mono-

substituted aromatic compound, toluene, was chosen as an example to represent the

tar compounds in this experimental study.

The experiments were performed at temperatures between 700-950 oC and at

atmospheric pressure. There were a total of eight different types of perovskite

membranes (A-H) that were tested in the experiments. Different temperatures, air flow

rates, total flow rates of toluene and nitrogen, toluene amounts as well as the effect of

the steam and gasification gases were evaluated for perovskite membranes in order to

investigate the optimal reaction conditions. The main target was to compare several

perovskite materials and find the optimal conditions for the best material, where the

toluene partial oxidation was the target reaction.

5. Material and research methods

5.1 Experimental setup

The reactor system used for the experiments was a tubular reactor presented in Figure

19. Accordingly, the Inconel alloy metal reactor was placed in the centre surrounded by

the three-zone furnace. The gas coming from the top was synthetic air with 80% of N2

and 20% of O2 (total flow of 200-450 ml/min) and only oxygen could permeate through

the membrane to the reaction side leaving the nitrogen and other impurities outside of
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the reactor to the vent. The toluene was fed by isocratic pump at a constant rate to the

bottom of the reactor. The nitrogen, which was used to protect the system, and

toluene were brought into the reactor with the total flow of 200-2000ml/min. The inlet

gases flow rates were controlled by mass flow controllers, which have been calibrated

beforehand. Both sides of the membrane were maintained at atmospheric pressure.

The down part gases reacted with the oxygen permeated from the top through the

membrane to form carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, methane, and other

hydrocarbons by oxidation.  A portion of the gas was sampled to GC analyser equipped

with TCD (Thermal conductivity detector) and FID (flame ionization detector) detectors

for the products measurements. The rest of the gases went through the gas cooler and

to the vent. The bypass line was designed to measure the concentration of the feed gas

to ensure the composition and stability of the inlet gas. A thermocouple was placed to

the bottom of membrane reactor to measure the reactor temperature. The PI diagram

of the whole system was shown in figure 20.

Figure 19. Pressurized plug flow reactor: A) FC: Flow control B) Isocratic pump: Agilent

series 1200, 100% C7H8 liquid. C) Oven: Carbolite 3-zone oven, max. temperature 1000
oC  D) metal reactor with membrane. E) Thermocouple F) GC: Gas Chromatograph G)

Condenser H) Gas Meter I) Gas analyser   (VTT figure).
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Figure 20. Schematic representation of the hydrocarbon decomposition on the oxygen perovskite membrane reactor system. (VTT

figure)
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5.2 Reactor System

The membrane reactor was assembled by three parts: a dense ceramic membrane in

the middle, an Inconel alloy metal tube with protruding hole on the top and a bottom

Inconel tube with two legs of springs for sealing (Figure 21). The membrane was placed

between the gaskets on the both ends of the top and bottom for sealing and it was

controlled by adjusting the lengths of the springs by tightening and loosening the

screws on the top from the both sides. When the membrane reactions proceeded, one

side of the membrane was exposed to the synthetic air from the top through a 6mm (in

diameter) Inconel pipe and the nitrogen and other impurities went out to the vent

through the protruding hole. The reaction gas mixture of toluene and nitrogen was

flowed to the other side of the membrane to the bottom through a 6mm (in diameter)

Inconel pipe and left to the vent through gas washing bottle. The membrane was

supported by alumina substrate disc and it had the effective inner surface area and the

thickness around 2.45 cm2 and 0.3 cm, respectively.

Figure 21. (A) Metal reactor (B) Steel reactor (C) Gasket (thermal 866 thickness (1mm),
17.5 (inner diameter) * 25.5 mm (outer diameter) and membrane (VTT figures).

(C)(A) (B)
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Both thermal conductivity detector-Gas Chromatography (TCD-GC) and Flame

Ionization Detector-Gas Chromatography (FID-GC) were used for analysing the

products. TCD was applied to measure the light gases, for example, hydrogen, oxygen,

nitrogen, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, methane and other light hydrocarbons

(acetylene, ethylene and ethane). The heavier hydrocarbons and light hydrocarbons

could be both detected by FID-GC. The FID-GC measured the wet gas composition and

the TCD-GC measured the dry gas composition.

FID-GC was equipped with two columns; column 1 was HP-5 (5% phenyl Methyl Siloxan:

Agilent 19091J-413) and column 2 was HP-PLOT-Q (Agilent 19091P-Q04). Gas mixtures

was passed through the HP-5 column (FRONT signal, FIDA) and after 8.6 mins it went

through the HP-PLOT-Q column (Back signal). The oven temperature program was set

up to 100 oC for  9 mins at  20 oC/min and 250 oC for 12 mins. The FID-GC was flushed

with nitrogen at the room temperature until the baseline was stable and then the

heating was started for the method. The samples were taken automatically and the

inlet and outlet of the hydrocarbons were analysed by FID-GC. The gases were

calibrated  every  time  to  ensure  the  accuracy  of  the  results  in  order  to  reduce  the

analysis errors (Appendix B). The FID-GC was flushed with nitrogen again overnight

after finishing the experiment, so called ‘stand-by method’, to remove the

hydrocarbons or coke from the column.

The Micro-GC (TCD-GC) (Varian CP-4900 Micro-GC), so called thermal conductivity

detector, typically analysed small hydrocarbon gases by comparing the differences in

the thermal conductivity between the carrier gas and the sample components. A

mixture of sample compound was flowed through the gas column and within a

considerably short period of time of 3 minutes for sampling. It involved four channels,

of which only the first two channels were used for analysing the products in our

experiment.
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5.3 Experiment configuration

5.3.1 Pre-test 1: Gasket leakage (Blank Quartz membrane)

The gaskets were placed on the top and bottom of the membrane for sealing and both

were tightened by adjusting the springs on the top. The gasket leakage is the main

problem in the membrane testing and it was investigated by placing the blank quartz

membrane inside of the reactor and feeding nitrogen to the bottom in order to observe

pressure drop by pressure indicators (Figure 22). A flow rate (0.3 l/min) of nitrogen was

fed to the bottom and it was shown that there was no pressure drop. Thus, such

conclusion could be drawn that the reactor passed the leakage. Furthermore, the

nitrogen flow rate was increased from 0.5 l/min, 0.7 l/min, 1 l/min, 1.2 l/min, 2 l/min,

2.2 l/min, 2.4 l/min, 2.6 l/min, 2.8 l/min to3 l/min in order to check if the gaskets can

with stand the increasing flow rate. The oven temperature was increased to 700  oC, 800
oC and 900 oC keeping 2 hours at each temperature (6h in total) in order to observe the

temperature effect on the gaskets and finally the oven was cooled down to 30 oC. The

results showed that the gaskets stayed intact with the membrane, therefore, it can be

concluded that the gasket could endure both high and low temperature as well as high

flow rate.

                             Figure 22. Pressurized plug flow reactor (VTT figure).
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5.3.2 Pre-test 2: Alumina (Al2O3) support testing

The membrane was supported by an alumina substrate; therefore, it was important to

check the characteristics of the substrate. Two factors were tested in this pre-test: the

durability of support under the high temperature (800-900 oC)  and  the  oxygen

permeability through the substrate material. The durability test was performed by

flowing  the  nitrogen  from  the  top  and  bottom  of  the  reactor,  while  the  oven

temperature was raised to 700 oC, 800 oC,   900 oC  and  kept  for  half  an  hour  at  each

temperature and then cooled down to 30 oC in order to observe the cooling effects. It

was  shown  that  there  was  no  breakage  of  the  alumina  substrate  indicating  that  it

would with stand high temperature and cooling effects.

The oxygen permeability test of the alumina substrate was carried out by changing the

air flow on the top (0.2 l/min to 0.45 l/min) and pure nitrogen (0.35 l/min or 0.45l/min)

on the bottom in order to monitoring the oxygen flow through the membrane to get a

background value for the later experiment. The result was analysed by TCD-GC. It was

obvious that the oxygen amount increased with the increasing of the air flow rate (0.2

l/min or 0.4 l/min) and nitrogen flow rate (0.35 l/min or 0.45 l/min) has less effect on

the oxygen permeability (Table 2). A stabilization error of TCD-GC could have caused

the 0.86 % of oxygen permeability at 900 oC  with  the  air  flow  rate  of  0.25  l/min  and

bottom flow (nitrogen and toluene) of 0.35 l/min.
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Table 2. Oxygen permeability of alumina at high temperature.

Oven T (°C) Air flow (l/min) C7H8 &N2 (l/min) O2 amount (%)
800 0,20 0,45 0,49 %

0,25 0,45 0,47 %
0,30 0,45 0,37 %
0,40 0,45 0,51 %

900 0,20 0,45 0,33 %
0,25 0,45 0,46 %
0,30 0,45 0,51 %
0,40 0,45 0,37 %
0,45 0,45 0,47 %

900 0,20 0,35 0,46 %
0,25 0,35 0,86 %
0,30 0,35 0,50 %
0,40 0,35 0,52 %

5.3.3 Pre-test 3: High temperature toluene cracking

Toluene tends to be thermally cracked under high temperature approximately above

600 oC, therefore, the products of the toluene cracking were checked at the

temperature between 800 to 950 oC in order to compare the results with those from

the oxygen permeability test. The test was performed by placing the blank quartz

membrane inside of the reactor and feeding the nitrogen and toluene (0.4 l/min) to the

bottom. The oven programme was raised from 800-900-950 oC, and at each setpoint

the outlet gas was analysed by FID-GC. The results (Table 3) showed that the toluene

was cracked into heavier hydrocarbons with increasing the temperatures and the

number of identified heavier hydrocarbons compounds increased from 11 to 32 from

800 to 950 oC. The amount of the cracking products (benzene, methane and ethylene)

also increased with the increasing temperature. Therefore, it can be concluded that the

higher temperature was, the more it cracked.
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Table 3. High temperature toluene thermal cracking.

5.4 Execution of experiments

There were total twelve (named A3, B6, B9, C7, D3, E3, F16, G10, H13, H14, H15, H16)

different perovskite membranes tested in the temperature between 700-950 oC and at

atmospheric pressure in the experiment. The first eight membranes (named A-G) were

tested by feeding the air from the top and toluene (52.7%) and nitrogen (47.3%)  (Total

flow  rate:  0.4  l/min)  to  the  bottom  of  the  reactor.  The  air  flow  rate  (total  flow:  0.2

l/min to 0.45 l/min) and the temperature (700-950 oC) were varied in order to find the

optimal conditions for the maximum oxygen flux value.

The rest  four membranes (H 13,  H14,  H15,  H16)  belonging to one series  (similar  type

with G) were evaluated mainly for the effects of the bottom flow rate (total flow rate of

toluene and nitrogen (0.5 l/min to 2l/min), toluene amount (3000 ppm to 10000 ppm)

as well as for the effects of the steam and gasification gas in order to find the highest

oxygen flux and the toluene decomposition conversion. H13 membrane was tested

under  the  bottom  flow  rate  from  0.5  l/min  to  2l/min,  while  H14  was  tested  to

investigate different toluene amounts and the effect of the steam (H2O: 12.43%; C7H8:

3000ppm and 10000 ppm). Finally, the gasification gas (wet gas composition: CO 10.9

vol %, CO2 13.1 vol %, H2 9.6 vol %, N2 47.6 vol %, C2H4 0.87 vol %, C7H8 0.25 vol %, CH4

5.24  vol  %,  H2O  12.4  vol  %)  were  added  to  the  bottom  at  a  constant  flow  rate  (0.4

l/min). Two membranes (H15 and H16) were tested for long-term sequences (40 hours:

Oven T (°C) Heavier hydrocarbon C7H8 (Out) vol% C6H6 (Out) ppm CH4 (Out) ppm C2H4(Out) ppm H2 (%) CH4 (%)
800 11 kinds 51 16 14 0 0,0 0,0
850 15 kinds 48 63 59 0,0 0,2 0,0
900 26 kinds 43 211 206 8,7 0,2 0,0
950 32 kinds 37 945 931 42,6 0,4 0,1
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700 oC for 10 h, 900 oC for 10h, 800 oC for 10h and 700 oC  for 10h), of which H15 was for

the gasification sequence and H16 for the steam sequence.

Before starting the experiment, the pressure test was carried out by flushing the

nitrogen from the top and the bottom. Gas leakage, if present, could be detected by

monitoring the pressure in the control screen. Then the oven temperature was raised

to 700 oC with the help of flowing the nitrogen from the top and bottom to protect the

system. The quality of the membrane was evaluated by performing the oxygen test

(how much of the oxygen was permeated) and nitrogen test beforehand. The oxygen

test was performed by feeding the synthetic air from the top and nitrogen from the

bottom, while nitrogen permeability was tested by flowing the synthetic air from the

top and carbon dioxide from the bottom. In order to ensure the stability and reliability

of the results, the inlet concentration of the toluene was tested through the by-pass

line by FID-GC before turning the toluene to the bottom. The temperature set points

were tested in the order of 700 oC, 900, 800 oC and 700 oC.  Each  time,  three  stable

samples were taken from FIC-GC and TCD-GC. In addition, the outlet dry gas flow was

measured through the gas flow meter by adjusting the value and timer, where the flow

measurements contributed a small error for the results.
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5.5 Calculation methods

Toluene conversion and oxygen flux were the most important parameters to assess the

performance of the membrane. The tar is generated from the gasification gas and it

was a complex mixture of organic compounds ranging from the light compounds to

heavy hydrocarbons, for example, benzene being one of the heavy polyaromatic

compounds. Toluene mainly cracked to benzene and light hydrocarbons on the

membrane at high temperature and there was no other heavier hydrocarbons than

benzene founded in FID-GC. Therefore, tar conversion and selectivity of toluene to

benzene can be calculated from inlet and outlet amounts (ppm) in the equation 38. The

oxygen flux was calculated based on the sum of the molar flow rate of carbon

monoxide, carbon dioxide, unreacted oxygen and corresponding amount of water by

assuming the complete combustion reaction.

Tar conversion= 	( )	 ( )( )

( )
                                                     (36)

  Selectivity toluene to benzene= ( )

	( )	 ( )
                                       (37)

Oxygen flux=
	 	

 ml/min*cm2 (38)
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6. Results and Discussion

The objective of the experimental work was to find the optimal conditions for the

hydrocarbon decomposition on the oxygen permeable perovskite membrane and study

the performance of the perovskite membrane materials for oxygen permeability. The

activity of the membranes was dependent on the reaction conditions, therefore, the

effects of the temperature, the air flow rate, the bottom flow rate of the nitrogen and

toluene, the toluene amount, the steam, and the gasification gas were tested. Also a

long-term test and comparison between the normal run and runs with steam and

gasification gas was carried out. Finally, the optimal reaction conditions for the

perovskite membrane material are proposed according to the results.

6.1 Effect of the temperature

The first 8 membranes (A-G) were tested under the reaction conditions of 52.7%

toluene (47.3% of N2)  with  total  flow  rate  of  0.4  l/min  by  changing  the  air  flow  rate

(from 0.2 l/min to 0.45 l/min) at four temperatures between 700 oC and 950 oC. The

outlet gas compositions (vol %) and the oxygen flux values for the A-G membranes

were in the same range, therefore, B6 membrane was selected for the discussion and

the  results  for  membrane  B6  are  given  in  table  4.  The  rest  of  the  results  for  A-G  are

presented in the Appendix B. TCD-GC analysis was carried out for the measurements of

the outlet gas composition (vol %). It was not possible to calculate toluene conversions

for  A-G  membranes  due  to  the  lack  of  FID-GC  analysis  data  for  the  first  eight

membranes.
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Table 4. The reaction conditions and outlet gas composition with B6 membrane

INPUT OUTPUT(%)

Temperature
Air
flow

C7H8 &
N2

Toluene
amount H2 CO CO2 CH4 O2 Flux

(l/min) (l/min) (%) (ml/min*cm2)
700 ºC 0,20 0,40 52,7 0,08 0,30 0,89 0,00 1,59

0,30 0,40 52,7 0,10 0,30 0,90 0,00 1,79
0,45 0,40 52,7 0,10 0,30 0,99 0,00 1,77

800 ºC 0,30 0,40 52,7 0,40 0,60 1,00 0,00 1,85
0,45 0,40 52,7 0,43 0,70 1,10 0,00 2,43

900 ºC 0,20 0,40 52,7 0,77 0,60 0,93 0,00 2,01
0,30 0,40 52,7 0,71 0,90 0,98 0,03 2,12
0,45 0,40 52,7 0,68 0,90 1,10 0,02 2,22

950 ºC 0,40 0,40 52,7 0,83 1,06 0,90 0,10 2,10
0,45 0,40 52,7 0,95 1,20 0,90 0,10 2,25

It  is  obvious  that  with  the  increase  of  the  temperature  from  700 oC to 950 oC, the

oxygen flux increased from 1.77 ml/min*cm2 to 2.25ml/min*cm2 at the air flow rate of

0.45 l/min (Figure 23). It was consistent with Xiong et al. who reported the oxygen flux

depends on the temperature [1] & [2]. The rise of the temperature increased the

diffusion rate of the oxygen ions leading to the increase of the oxygen vacancies

controlled by bulk diffusion. The oxygen fluxes of A-G membranes in this study were in

the range between 1.5 ml/min*cm2 to 2.5ml/min*cm2 in the temperature range of 700

to 950 oC,  which  was  quite  similar  with  the  value  reported  in  the  literature  of  1.1

ml/min*cm2  for 700 oC [5]&[6].

Figure 23. Effect of the temperature on the oxygen permeation flux as well as the

outlet gas composition of B6 membrane (Air flow rate: 0.45 l/min).
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At 700 oC, the oxygen chemical potential gradient between oxygen-rich and oxygen-

lean side is the main driving force that enables the oxygen to be transported through

the membrane. Because small amount of carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide were

generated and it was assumed that a small amount of oxygen was permeated through

the membrane. The permeated oxygen reacted with the toluene to form carbon

monoxide and carbon dioxide with the amount of the carbon dioxide being higher than

carbon monoxide. It can be explained that carbon dioxide was coming from two

pathways, one was from the complete combustion and the other was the oxidation of

the carbon monoxide. The reaction was more favourable to the production of the

carbon dioxide. Small amount of the hydrogen might have been produced by the

partial oxidation of the toluene.

At the temperatures from 700 oC to 900 oC, only a small increase in the concentration of

carbon dioxide (from 0.89% to 1.1%) was observed but the amount of the carbon

monoxide started to climb up (from 0.3% to 0.9%). However, the amount of the carbon

dioxide was still higher than carbon monoxide. It can be explained that the oxygen flux

increased with the increasing of the temperature resulting in higher amount of carbon

monoxide. The other reason might be that the water-gas shift reaction made the

contribution for the production of the carbon monoxide. At the high temperature,

thermal decomposition of hydrocarbon (C7H8) produced lighter hydrocarbons, which

reacted with oxygen to form more carbon monoxide. The amount of carbon dioxide

was still greater than carbon monoxide that might due to the complete combustion

reaction. The oxygen permeated from the membrane and reacted with the toluene to

have the complete combustion. Further oxidation of the carbon monoxide to carbon

was assumed to have minor contribution in the carbon dioxide production. The water-

gas shift and the thermal decomposition of the hydrocarbon (C7H8) at high temperature

formed the products of C2H6,  C2H4 etc,  which  reacted  with  oxygen  to  form  not  only

carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide.
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At 900 oC to 950 oC, methane (CH4) was found in the products as result of the toluene

cracking at high temperature forming lighter hydrocarbons. At 950  oC, the toluene

cracked  more  to  methane  than  it  did  at  900 oC, being consistent with the toluene

cracking pre-test. Methane might also be generated by methanation reaction.

Therefore, it can be concluded that the hydrocarbon cracked more at higher

temperature.

At 950 oC, it was interesting that the amount of carbon monoxide was higher than the

amount of the carbon dioxide. The carbon monoxide climbed up from 0.3 % to 1.2 % at

700 oC  to  950 oC.  It  can  be  explained  by  that  at  950 oC,  the  oxygen  flux  started  to

increase with the increasing temperature and it supplied more oxygen to produce more

carbon monoxide. The carbon dioxide has been converted to carbon monoxide through

the reactions of the reverse water-gas shift. The formed hydrocarbon react with carbon

dioxide probably contributing to the carbon monoxide as well. And also at the high

temperature, more steam was formed to promote the reaction of steam reforming for

additional carbon monoxide. Therefore, the increase of the temperature had a

favorable effect on the production of the carbon monoxide rather than carbon dioxide.

The oxygen flux increased with the temperature rising from 700 to 950 oC due to the

temperature effect resulting in the high oxygen chemical gradient between the two

sides of the membrane. As the temperature increased, the oxygen ions had been

consumed and more oxygen started to permeate through the membrane. It reacted

with the toluene to form carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, hydrogen, methane as well

as lighter hydrocarbons. At 700 oC, the reaction was more favorable for the production

of the carbon dioxide due the chemical equilibrium as well as the further oxidation of

the carbon monoxide. Afterwards, the amount of the carbon monoxide exceeded the

amount of carbon dioxide. Moreover, the amount of the hydrogen as well as methane

grow larger with the increasing of the temperature, which can be understood by the
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higher temperature resulting in the higher thermal cracking of the hydrocarbon

(toluene).

6.2 Effect of the air flow rate.

Figure 24. The effect of the air flow rate on the oxygen flux of the membrane (B6) and

the outlet gas composition, T=800 oC, air flow from 0.3 l/min to 0.45 l/min, Vtoluene+N2=

0.4 l/min

Figure 24 shows the influence of the air flow rate on the perovskite B6 membrane at

800 oC.    Obviously, with the increasing of the air flow rate, the oxygen flux and outlet

gas composition increased correspondingly. The oxygen flux increased from 1.85

ml/min*cm2 to 2.43 ml/min*cm2,  when  the  air  flow  rate  increased  from  0.3  l/min  to

0.45 l/min at 800 oC. It can be understood that increased air flow rate led to higher

exchange rate of the oxygen ions on the air side of the membrane, which was the

controlling step of the oxygen permeation. The high air flow rate increased the oxygen

chemical gradient between the air side and permeated side of the membrane and

resulted in the increased oxygen permeation through the membrane.
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In the experiment with B6 membrane, the total air flow rate was 0.3 l/min (20 vol% of

oxygen: 0.06 l/min; 80 vol% of nitrogen: 0.24 l/min). The total flow rate of nitrogen and

toluene  was  0.4  l/min,  which  0.21  l/min  for  C7H8 and 0.19 l/min for N2. The actual

amount of the oxygen fed into the reactor was 0.06 l/min at air flow rate of 0.3 l/min. If

all the oxygen was assumed to go through the membrane, the amount of the oxygen

flux was supposed to be 24.4 ml/min*cm2 (60  ml/min  divided  by  the  area  of  the

membrane 2.46 cm2), whereas the oxygen flux in this experiment for B6 was only 1.85

ml/min*cm2. If the partial oxidation was assumed to be the main reaction, the amount

of the carbon monoxide was supposed to be 15.3% according the partial oxidation

reaction of toluene. The carbon dioxide could be calculated separately based on the

equation of the full combustion, which was supposed to be 7.6% of carbon dioxide. The

reason for this difference between the theoretical and experimental values could be

that the perovskite membrane did not allow all the oxygen to permeate, which might

be caused by two reasons. In the air feeding on the top to the membrane reactor, all

the oxygen was supposed to permeate the membrane into the reactor leaving nitrogen

and other impurities outside the reactor to the vent. However, the flow with huge

amount of the nitrogen could also took some part of the oxygen out to the vent. As a

result, only small amount of the oxygen went through the membrane to the reactor

because of the low residence time of the oxygen. The oxygen flux is also highly

dependent on the perovskite membrane materials and different perovskite membranes

have different oxygen permeability value.

When the air flow increased from 0.3 l/min to 0.45 l/min, the carbon monoxide

increased from 0.6 % to 0.7% and the amount of the carbon dioxide increased from 1%

to 1.1%. The oxygen flux increased from 1.85 ml/min*cm2 to 2.43 ml/min*cm2. This

illustrates that the increase of the air flow rate led to the increase pressure on the air

side of the membrane which resulted in higher oxygen flux. Therefore, it was obvious

that the oxygen flux and outlet gas composition was affected by the air flow rate.
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6.3 Effect of the total flow rate of nitrogen and toluene

In the experiment, different total flow rates of toluene and nitrogen (2 l/min, 1 l/min

and 0.5 l/min) were applied for H13 membrane at temperatures between 700  oC to 950
oC. The results of the outlet composition gas and oxygen flux are presented in Table 5.

Table 5. The effect of the total flow rate of the nitrogen and toluene on H13 membrane

(air flow: 0.45 l/min)

INPUT OUTPUT(%) O2 FLUX

Temperature C7H8&N2

Toluene
amount H2 CO CO2 CH4 (ml/min*cm2)

ºC (l/min) (ppm) vol% vol% vol% vol%
700ºC 2,00 2643,00 0,01 0,00 0,06 0,00 0,60
800ºC 2,00 2643,00 0,00 0,00 0,08 0,00 0,80
900ºC 2,00 2643,00 0,04 0,00 0,10 0,00 1,01
950ºC 2,00 2643,00 0,04 0,00 0,10 0,00 1,00
700ºC 1,00 3174,00 0,02 0,02 0,14 0,00 0,76
900ºC 1,00 3174,00 0,09 0,00 0,21 0,00 1,16
700ºC 0,50 2957,00 0,04 0,02 0,48 0,00 1,51
800ºC 0,50 2957,00 0,07 0,01 0,39 0,00 1,22
900ºC 0,50 2957,00 0,34 0,30 0,47 0,00 1,80

Based on the table 5, it is clear that when the total flow changed from 2 l/min to 0.5

l/min, the oxygen flux increased with the decrease of the total flow. The oxygen flux

was 1.51 ml/min*cm2 at the total flow of 0.5 l/min at 700 oC, which was three times

more than the total flow of 2 l/min (0.6 ml/min*cm2) at the air flow rate of 0.45 l/min.

It  might  be  due  to  the  higher  flow  rate  of  bottom  flow  (toluene  &  nitrogen),  which

resulted in the short residence time for toluene, which led to insufficient reaction time

for toluene and oxygen. The oxygen has permeated through the membrane; however,

the continuously flowing toluene from the bottom feed with higher flow rate did not

have enough time to react with oxygen. On the other hand, toluene acted as an

activating component for the membrane, the oxygen was accumulated near the

membrane side and the more toluene reacted with the oxygen led to more oxygen
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chemical gradient as a result of high oxygen flux. Therefore, too short residence time

for toluene led to insufficient amount of the toluene reacting with the oxygen, which

resulted in lower value of the oxygen flux.

At  the  total  flow  of  2  l/min  (toluene  and  nitrogen),  only  a  small  amount  of  carbon

dioxide was found and no carbon monoxide was detected in the outlet gas composition

between 700 oC to 950 oC  for  H13  membrane.  It  meant  that  there  was  only  a  small

amount of oxygen permeated through the membrane and the reaction was more

favourable to form carbon dioxide. When the total flow changed from 2l/min to 1 l/min,

carbon dioxide started to increase and a small amount of carbon monoxide was formed.

It meant that more oxygen permeated through the membrane and the reaction was

still more favourable to the complete combustion and less favourable with the partial

oxidation. When the total flow of the toluene and nitrogen changed to 0.5 l/min, both

of the carbon dioxide and the carbon monoxide continued to increase. Hydrogen

continued to increase with lower total flow rate of the toluene and nitrogen because of

toluene cracking more with longer residence time. Therefore, it could be concluded

that the lower flow rate of the toluene and nitrogen resulted in higher oxygen flux

value.
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6.4 Effect of the toluene

Three different concentrations of toluene, which were 52.6 vol % of toluene (47.3 vol %

of N2) with the total flow rate of 0.4 l/min, 3000 ppm of toluene with higher total flow

rate of 0.5 l/min and 10560 ppm of toluene with the total flow rate of 0.5 l/min, were

investigated for comparison by keeping the constant top air flow rate. The results are

shown in Table 6.

Table 6. The effect of the toluene with the constant air flow of 0.45 l/min.

INPUT OUTPUT(%) O2 FLUX

Membrane Temperature
C7H8

&N2

Toluene
amount H2 CO CO2 CH4 (ml/min*cm2)

(l/min) ppm vol % vol % vol % vol %
B6 700 ºC 0,4 526400 0,10 0,30 0,99 0,00 1,77
B6 800ºC 0,4 526400 0,43 0,70 1,10 0,00 2,43
B6 900ºC 0,4 526400 0,68 0,90 1,10 0,02 2,22
H13 700ºC 0,5 2957 0,04 0,02 0,48 0,00 1,51
H13 800ºC 0,5 2957 0,34 0,30 0,47 0,00 1,80
H13 900ºC 0,5 2957 0,07 0,01 0,39 0,00 1,22
H13 700ºC 0,5 10560 0,06 0,10 0,44 0,00 1,49
H13 800ºC 0,5 10560 0,16 0,20 0,45 0,00 1,61
H13 900ºC 0,5 10560 0,37 0,30 0,48 0,00 1,78

It was clear that there were no significant differences between the oxygen flux values

with the toluene amount of 3000 ppm and 10560 ppm for H13 membrane. Based on

table 6, the bottom flow rate of the nitrogen and toluene increased from 0.4 l/min to

0.5 l/min. It indicated that the toluene amount has less effect on the oxygen flux and

the total flow rate of the toluene and nitrogen affected the oxygen flux. The toluene

amount depended on the amount of oxygen permeated though the membrane. If the

partial oxidation was assumed to be the main reaction, the oxygen flux was

approximately 2 ml/min*cm2 and it meant that there was approximately 2% of oxygen

permeated that corresponded 0.57% of toluene. In this experiment, 52.6 % of toluene

in the inlet gas exceeded the required amount of the toluene in the reaction and it

resulted in either thermal cracking of the toluene under high temperature to form tar
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residues staying in the line. The amounts of the 3000 ppm and 10560 ppm of toluene

were in the required range in the reaction for toluene and therefore, they provided

similar results for the oxygen flux.

6.5 Effect of the steam

12.4 vol % of steam was added to the bottom flow in the experiment with membrane

H14.  The results were compared with the normal run with only toluene and nitrogen in

the bottom flow with H13 membrane. The results are presented in Table 7. Due to the

lack of the FID-GC analysis during the experiment, only TCD-GC measurements were

performed. Therefore, the oxygen flux with the steam could not be calculated because

the lack of the data for hydrocarbons for the carbon and hydrogen balance.

Table 7. The effect of the steam with the constant air flow of 0.45 l/min

It is clear based on the results that the concentration of outlet gas composition with

H14 membrane was much higher by adding the steam than in the normal test run for

H13 membrane. However, there was no methane found in the products from 700 oC to

900 oC.  Therefore, the reaction was more favourable to form hydrogen and carbon

monoxide after adding the steam to the reactor, whereas the addition of steam

enhanced the steam reforming reaction. The ratio of the hydrogen to carbon monoxide

varied at different temperatures and for H13 membrane was 2:1 at 700 oC, 7:1 at 800 oC

and 1.1:1 at 900 oC. For H14 membrane, the ratio of hydrogen to carbon monoxide

being 3.1:1 at 700 oC, 1.9:1 at 800 oC and 2.8:1 at 900 oC. The ideal ratio between the

OUTPUT(%) O2 FLUX
Membrane Temperature C7H8&N2 Toluene amount H2 CO CO2 CH4 (ml/min*cm2)

(l/min) (ppm) vol % vol % vol % vol %
H13 700ºC 0,5 2957 0,04 0,02 0,48 0 1,51
H13 800ºC 0,5 2957 0,07 0,01 0,39 0 1,22
H13 900ºC 0,5 2957 0,34 0,3 0,47 0 1,8

H2O+++ H2 CO CO2 CH4
H14 700ºC 0,5 2526 12,43 % 0,94 0,3 0,53 0
H14 800ºC 0,5 2526 12,43 % 1,36 0,7 0,54 0
H14 900ºC 0,5 2526 12,43 % 2,51 0,9 0,83 0
H14 700ºC 0,5 2526 12,43 % 0,24 0,1 0,39 0
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hydrogen and carbon monoxide in the outlet gases was 7:4 (=1.75:1) for partial

oxidation.

Although the oxygen flux for H14 membrane could not be calculated due to the lack of

the FID-GC, the relationship between the oxygen flux values to steam ratio can be

extracted the literature. Xiong et al. [3] reported that the oxygen flux increased with

adding the steam to the reactor and it increased with the increase of the steam/carbon

ratio (W/C). The oxygen flux of 7.5 ml/min*cm2 at 850 oC for simulated gasoline with

the molecular ratio of W/C 0.26 and the air flow rate of 0.2 l/min was lower than the

oxygen flux of 8 ml/min*cm2 at  VHe of 35 ml/min and W/C of 0.4 [3]. The oxidation

reactions initially took place and subsequent steam reforming promoted the reaction

for activating the membrane resulting in the high oxygen permeability value. In the

beginning, a small amount of oxygen permeated through the membrane to react with

the toluene to form carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and water (partial oxidation or

complete combustion). Steam took part in the reaction to react with the carbon

monoxide to form more carbon dioxide and hydrogen. Finally, all the gases contributed

mixed reforming for additional products. Therefore, adding the steam to the reactor

made the reaction more complicated and provided positive effect on the membrane.
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6.6 Effect of the gasification gas

Gasification gas (wet gas composition: CO 10.9 vol %, CO2 13.1 vol %, H2 9.6 vol %, N2

47.6 vol %, C2H4 0.873 vol %, CH4 5.24 vol % toluene 0.25 vol %, H2O 12.4 vol %) was fed

to the bottom of the membrane reactor with H15 membrane. Toluene mainly cracked

to benzene and light hydrocarbons such as ethylene and methane at high temperatures

and there was no other heavier hydrocarbons found than benzene found in FID-GC. The

toluene conversions, tar conversions, selectivity of toluene to benzene and oxygen

fluxes  are  calculated  and  shown  in  Table  8.  The  results  at  700 oC  and  900 oC were

calculated based on the GC data and the result of the 800 oC  was  lacked  due  to  the

operation error occurred at 800 oC.

Table 8. Effect of the gasification gas for H15 membrane (air flow: 0.45 l/min, C7H8 & N2:

0.5 l/min)

It is clear based on the table that the oxygen flux reached 3.03 ml/min*cm2 at 900 oC

with gasification gas, whereas the oxygen flux of normal run (toluene and nitrogen) was

only 1.8 ml/min*cm2 for H13 membrane. The presence of the strong reducing gases of

CO  and  H2 lower the oxygen partial pressure on the products side and result in the

higher oxygen permeability. It was clear that the toluene conversion (76.9 %) at 900 oC

was much higher than that at 700 oC (1 %). The toluene would either thermal cracked

to other hydrocarbons at high temperature or oxidized to gases. Toluene cracked

mainly to benzene and lighter compounds (C2H4, C2H6 and CH4) and there was no other

OUTPUT
Temperature C7H8 C6H6 C7H8 conversion Tar conversion Selectivity of C7H8 to C6H6 O2 FLUX

(ppm) (ppm) (%) (%)  (%) (ml/min*cm2)
700ºC 2499 14,7 1,00 0,53 37,80 2,05
900ºC 586 158 76,90 70,90 8,10 3,03
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heavier compound than benzene found in the FID-GC. The higher the temperature it

was, the less toluene was cracked to benzene. The selectivity of the toluene to benzene

was 37.8% at 700 oC dropping to 8.1% at 900 oC. One explanation could be that more

toluene was oxidized than thermally cracked at higher temperature. The results also

showed that the tar conversion (70.9 %) at 900 oC was much higher than that at 700 oC

(0.53 %). It was due to the oxygen flux was increased with the increase of temperature

reaching  the  highest  value  at  900 oC. The higher the temperature it was, the more

oxygen permeated through the membrane, which resulted in more toluene

decomposing as a result of high tar conversion. Therefore, it can be concluded that the

oxygen permeability reached highest value at 900 oC, and at this temperature the

highest toluene conversion and tar conversion were reduced.
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6.7 Effect of the long-term test

The H15 membrane was tested with gasification gas applying following sequence of

700 oC, 900 oC, 800 oC and 700 oC. Each temperature was tested for 10 hours, total time

being 40 hours. Due to the experiment operation error, there were only 700  oC and 900
oC performed in the long-term test.  The results of input and output compositions for

the gasification gas components at 700 oC are presented in figure 25. The objective of

the long term test was to observe if the membrane would have stable activity.

Figure 25. Effect of the long-term gasification gases testing at 700 oC (Input value: C7H8:

2526ppm; CH4:  52000  ppm,  C2H4:  8645  ppm;  CO  10.9  vol  %;  CO2 13.1 vol %; H2 9.6

vol % ).
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Based  on  the  table  9,  it  is  clear  that  there  were  only  slight  changes  in  the  amounts

toluene, benzene, methane and ethylene as well as the outlet gases (CO, CO2 and H2)

after 10 hours. There was no significant change between the input value of toluene

(2526 ppm) and output (2441ppm). It meant that toluene did not decompose on the

membrane at 700 oC and there was only a small amount of oxygen permeated through

the membrane. At 700 oC,  only  a  small  amount  of  the  toluene  was  cracked  into

benzene and the output value of the methane and ethylene stayed similar as input. It

can be concluded that the long-term test for 10 hours had very little effect for the

oxygen permeability of the membrane as well as the toluene conversion. The same

happened with the sequences for  H16 membrane with steam for  40 hours at  700 oC,

900 oC, 800 oC  and  700 oC  and  the  results  showed  that  at  700 oC,  there  was  no

significant change with the input and output values during the experiment time.

However, there was a significant change between the input and output values of the

hydrocarbons at 900 oC for the gasification gas compared with those at 700 oC (Figure

26). The input value of the toluene was 2526 ppm and 593 ppm for output value. It

meant that toluene had reacted at 900 oC. During the experiment, the amount of the

benzene, methane and ethylene started to decrease. It might due to toluene has

reacted more with the oxygen as a result of less thermal cracking. With the increasing

of the time, the more oxygen permeated through the membrane to react with the

toluene. Therefore, it can be concluded that long period of testing time at 900 oC has

bigger effect than in 700 oC due to the increasing of the oxygen flux at higher

temperature, which also resulted in less thermal cracking of the hydrocarbon. However,

the results for the long time period testing at 800 oC was lacking due to the operation

error.
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Figure 26.  Effect  of  the long-term gasification gas testing at  900 oC (Input value: C7H8:

2526ppm; CH4:  52000  ppm,  C2H4:  8645  ppm;  CO  10.9  vol  %;  CO2 13.1 vol %; H2 9.6

vol % ).
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6.8 Comparison between standard run and runs with steam and gasification gas

H13 membrane was tested with a low amount of toluene (2957 ppm) and nitrogen fed

to  the  reactor  (air  flow:  0.45  l/min,  Vtoluene+N2= 0.5 l/min). H14 and H15 membranes

were tested using the steam and gasification gas,  respectively  (H14:  C7H8: 2526 ppm,

air flow: 0.45 l/min, Vtoluene+N2= 0.5 l/min, H2O: 12.4 %; H15: C7H8: 2526 ppm, air flow:

0.45 l/min, Vtoluene+N2= 0.5 l/min). The results are presented in Figure 27, where the

oxygen  flux  value  for  H14  with  steam  is  missing  due  to  the  lack  of  the  FID-GC

measurements.

Figure 27. Comparison between normal run, steam reforming and gasification gases

Although the oxygen flux for H14 membrane was not presented in the table, the outlet

gas composition indicates that the oxygen flux increased with the increased

temperature. It can be explained by the presence of the strong reducing gases of CO

and H2, which made the contribution to the oxygen flux and steam reforming reaction

activing the membrane. Both of the mixed reforming reactions increased the oxygen

permeability by the oxidation, water gas-shift, methanation and steam reforming

reactions between the carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, hydrogen and water.
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very low because there was no activating component, which resulted in lower partial

pressure gradient between the two sides of the membrane.

H16  and  H15  membranes  were  tested  with  the  sequence  runs  with  steam  and

gasification gas, respectively. (H16: C7H8: 10340 ppm, air flow: 0.45 l/min, Vtoluene+N2=

0.5 l/min, H2O: 12.4 %; H15: C7H8: 2526 ppm, air flow: 0.45 l/min, Vtoluene+N2= 0.5 l/min).

The results are shown in Figure 28.

Figure 28. Comparison between steam and gasification gases
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Considering the toluene conversion, it was clear that it increased with the increase of

the temperature and it was higher with the gasification gases than with the steam. The

higher toluene conversion could also be due to steam which reacted with toluene

through steam reforming.

a) B6 before experiment b) B6 after experiment

c) H13 before experiment   d) H13 after experiment e) H14 after experiment

f) H15 after experiment g) H16 after experiment

Figure 29. The photographs of membranes before and after the runs
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The photographs before and after the experiments on the reactions sides of the B6 and

H type membranes are shown in Figure 29. The black color in the centre is coke, which

was caused mainly by the thermal cracking of hydrocarbons on the membrane blocking

the oxygen transforming through the membrane. There was also coke deposited on the

H13,  H14  and  H16  membranes  as  well  as  B6  because  of  the  relatively  high

concentration of the toluene. H14 and H16 membranes were both tested using the

steam, of which H14 membrane was short run for 5 hours in total and H16 membrane

was for 40 hours. However, H15 membrane tested for the gasification gas had excellent

stability in long term run under a highly reducing atmosphere because of less coke

deposition on the membrane. Therefore, it can be concluded that gasification gas had

enough steam to inhibit coke formation. The short run with steam caused little coke on

the membrane because the steam could prevent the coke from depositing on the

membrane. However, the normal run and long-term tests for steam caused low

performance of the membranes from the coke point of view.

Figure 30. The effect of temperature (air flow rate: 0.45 l/min; toluene amount 52.74%,

toluene and nitrogen flow: 0.4 l/min)

In standard run, A-G membranes were tested under various temperatures (700 oC to

950 oC).  The  performances  of  the  membranes  are  shown  in  Figure  30.  Among  all  the
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6.9 Error estimation

The most significant error sources were the reactor leakage, flow measurements, the

reactor design, membrane preparation and oven temperature programme.

The pressure test was done after packing the membrane into the reactor to test that

the gaskets were tight enough and there was no possibility for a leakage of dangerous

compound such as carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide, during the experiment

causing the hazardous incidents. It was performed by flushing the nitrogen to the top

and bottom of the reactor for 1 min. The valve was closed and the pressure value was

observed from the control screen. It was first tested for the quartz disc and the

pressure stayed stable as shown in Figure 31. However, after changing a real perovskite

membrane into the reactor, the pressure value was not stable.

(a)                                                                    (b)

Figure 31. Pressure test for (a) quartz disc; (b) membrane

It indicated that there were some leakage in the reactor. The small leakage might be

caused by the defect of the reactor design that the reactor was oblique to the right side

of the oven, which resulted in that the membrane was not placed horizontally between
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the gaskets and the pressure from the gaskets was not evenly distributed on the

membrane.

The membranes were tested for oxygen and nitrogen leakages before turning the

oxygen to the membrane to make sure there was no nitrogen going through the

membrane and the oxygen should accumulate near the membrane. It was performed

by flushing air (0.45 l/min, 20% of O2 and 80% of N2) from the top and nitrogen to the

bottom for oxygen test. The TCD-GC results showed that there was 0.01 % to 1.79% of

oxygen found in the outlet gases and it varied between the membranes. There was no

nitrogen going through. Reactor can be improved by the developing the manufacturing

method.

The gas flow meter was used in the experiments to measure the outlet dry gas flow and

the flow measurements contained a possibility for error. The oven temperature was

measured by a thermocouple and the experiments were performed in order of 700 oC,

900 oC, 800 oC  and  700 oC. However, the oven temperature control did not perform

exactly the same way for each membrane with the same oven temperature set point

value. E.g. if 900 oC was the set point, the temperature varied from 883 oC to 903 oC

depending on the membrane. The temperature differences affected the results and

were affected by the reaction. The higher reaction rate, the bigger effect on the

temperature. The experiments were performed with significant high amount of toluene

and the thermal cracking of hydrocarbons caused the coke formation as well as the tar

remaining in the line. Both coke and tar stayed in the pipe line causing certain extent of

blockage of the reactor, which might have led to the measurement errors.
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7. Conclusions and recommendation for future studies

The  objectives  of  the  master’s  thesis  were  to  have  the  tar  decomposed  on  the

perovskite membranes and find out the optimal reaction conditions for the highest

oxygen permeability and the tar conversion. In this study, the theory and practice of

the perovskite membranes were discussed in the literature study and twelve

membranes (A-H) for toluene decomposition at the temperatures between 700  oC and

950 oC at atmospheric pressure were successfully tested in the laboratory scale.

Different temperatures, air flow rates, total flow rates of toluene and nitrogen, toluene

amounts as  well  as  the effect  of  the steam and gasification gases were evaluated for

perovskite membranes in order to investigate the optimal reaction conditions. The

main target was to compare several perovskite materials and find the optimal

conditions for the best material, where the toluene partial oxidation was the target

reaction.

The tar removal from the gasification gases were considered to be important issue and

oxygen permeable membranes could provide a solution for oxidation of the

hydrocarbon with subsequent steam reforming enhances the hydrocarbon

decomposition. However, the low oxygen flux value and stability were still limits to the

application to the industrial scale. The good performance of the membrane material

should exhibit high oxygen flux value and good stability under the reducing

environment and CO2 tolerance.

In the experimental part, membranes A to G were tested by feeding the synthetic air in

the top part of the reactor and the toluene with nitrogen to the bottom of the reactor.

The results  showed that  the oxygen fluxes were in the same range from 1.75 to 2.46

ml/min*cm2 and C7 membrane had the highest oxygen flux among all membranes. The

results also showed that the oxygen flux increased with the increase of temperature

and air flow rate. Therefore, the membrane performed the best at highest temperature
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(950 oC) and highest air flow rate (0.45 l/min). The bottom flow rate of nitrogen and

toluene has effect on the oxygen flux value, of which the lower bottom total flow rate

(0.5 l/min) has the higher oxygen flux value (1.5 ml/min*cm2) due to the enough

residence time for toluene led to more oxygen permeating through the membrane. The

toluene amount has less effect on the oxygen flux value by comparing three different

amount of toluene (527000 ppm, 3000 ppm and 10560 ppm). Moreover, the oxygen

flux reached to 3.03 ml/min*cm2 at 900 oC, air flow rate of 0.45 l/min and total bottom

flow of 0.5 l/min by adding the gasification gas, of which oxygen flux value of 1.8

ml/min*cm2 for a normal run under the same condition. Regarding to the toluene

conversion, it was clear that the toluene conversion increased with the increase of the

temperature and it was higher with the gasification gases than with the steam. Long-

term tests for gasification gas and steam sequences at 700 oC, 900 oC, 800 oC and 700 oC

of the total amount of the time being 40 hours were performed and the results show

that that steam had less effect on the membrane than gasification gas and the oxygen

flux value was little effected by the time. In summary, the optimal condition for the

membrane was high temperature (900 oC), high air flow rate (0.45 l/min), with

gasification gas.

The membrane materials in the experiment varied from A-H and it showed the same

range  of  the  oxygen  flux  value  from  1.75  to  2.46  ml/min*cm2. It was relatively low

compared with the literature of 11.5 ml/min*cm2 for the presence of the reforming

catalyst of LiLaNiO/r-Al2O3 [67]. Deposited catalysts on the membrane surface would

increase the chemical reaction rate, of which leads to a significant increase on the

oxygen permeability performance. Moreover, addition of catalysts on the membranes

can have the following effects and it can be recommended for the future studies.

1) To accelerate the adsorption and dissociation rate of CH4 and O2.

2) To accelerate the catalytic oxidation reaction rate (oxidation & reforming)

3) To increase the hydrocarbon conversion and H2, CO selectivity.
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4) To increase the oxygen permeability and membrane stability ( in reducing

environment)

5) To minimize the carbon decomposition on catalyst as much as possible
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TEST RUN RUN DETAILS

TEST RUN-1 Temperature profile

TEST RUN-2 C7H8 feeding from bypass line

TEST RUN-3 Blank quartz disc, gasket and reactor leakage testing

TEST RUN-4 Al2O3 support high temperature testing

TEST RUN-5 O2 permeability test for Al2O3 support

TEST RUN-6 Continue Run-5

TEST RUN-7 High temperature toluene cracking test (800-900 C);Toluene feeding from
the bottom ( 52.7 vol % toluene)

TEST RUN-8 Micro-GC calibration practice 1

TEST RUN-9 Micro-GC calibration practice 2

TEST RUN-10 Micro-GC calibration practice 3

TEST RUN-11 Reactor broken and repaired again

TEST RUN-12 Micro-GC calibration curve practice 4 due to the software break

TEST RUN-13 High temperature toluene cracking test (800-950 oC.)

TEST RUN-14 Membrane A3 testing (52.7vol % toluene, 0.4l/min of total flow)

TEST RUN-15 Membrane B6 testing (52.7 vol % toluene, 0.4l/min of total flow)

TEST RUN-16 Membrane B9 testing (52.7 vol % toluene, 0.4l/min of total flow)

TEST RUN-17 Membrane C7 testing (52.7 vol % toluene, 0.4l/min of total flow)

TEST RUN-18 Membrane D3 testing (52.7 vol % toluene, 0.4l/min of total flow)

TEST RUN-19 Membrane E3 testing (52.7 vol % toluene, 0.4l/min of total flow)

TEST RUN-20 Membrane F16 testing (52.7 vol % toluene, 0.4l/min of total flow)

TEST RUN-21 Membrane G10 testing (52.7 vol % toluene, 0.4l/min of total flow)

TEST RUN-22 Membrane H13 testing  ( 2643ppm of toluene, 2 l/min of total flow)

TEST RUN-23 Membrane H13 testing  ( 3174 ppm of toluene, 1 l/min of total flow)

TEST RUN-24 Membrane H13 testing  ( 2957 ppm of toluene, 0.5 l/min of total flow)
Membrane H13 testing  (10560 ppm of toluene, 0.5 l/min of total flow)

TEST RUN-25 Membrane H13 testing  (10580 ppm of toluene, 1 l/min of total flow)

TEST RUN-26 Membrane H14 testing, effect of steam. (2957 ppm of toluene, 0.5
l/min of total flow, 12.4% H2O)

TEST RUN-27 Membrane H14 testing, effect of steam. (9298 ppm of toluene, 0.5
l/min of total flow, 12.4% H2O)

TEST RUN-28 Membrane H15 testing, effect of gasification gas, sequence for 40 hours

TEST RUN-29 Membrane H16 testing, effect of steam, sequence for 40 hours

TEST RUN-30 Membrane C8 testing, effect gasification gas, sequence for 40 hours
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Appendix B. Data from all the runs

Table A. The outlet gases composition and oxygen flux for all the membranes

INPUT OUTPUT(%) O2 FLUX
Temperature Air flow Toluene&Nitrogen Toluene amount H2 CO CO2 CH4
(ºC) (l/min) (l/min) (ppm) (ml/min*cm2)

A3 700 0,25 0,4 527400 0,03 0,2 0,92 0 1,8
0,3 0,4 527400 0,1 0,2 1 0 1,67

0,45 0,4 527400 0,1 0,2 1 0 1,75

800 0,2 0,4 527400 0,3 0,4 1 0 1,91
0,25 0,4 527400 0,3 0,4 1 0 2,1

0,3 0,4 527400 0,2 0,3 1,03 0 1,86
0,4 0,4 527400 0,3 0,4 1 0 1,98

0,45 0,4 527400 0,3 0,4 1 0 2

900 0,4 0,4 527400 0,6 0,7 1 0,01 2,39
0,45 0,4 527400 0,6 0,7 1,1 0,01 2,46

950 0,25 0,4 527400 0,3 0,4 1 0,08 2,07
0,3 0,4 527400 0,3 0,3 1,1 0,1 2,15
0,4 0,4 527400 0,4 0,4 1 0,1 1,92

0,45 0,4 527400 0,4 1,4 1,9 0,1 1,94
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INPUT OUTPUT(%) O2 FLUX
Temperature Air flow Toluene&Nitrogen Toluene amount H2 CO CO2 CH4
(ºC) (l/min) (l/min) (ppm) (ml/min*cm2)

B6 700 ºC 0,2 0,4 527400 0,08 0,3 0,89 0 1,59
0,3 0,4 527400 0,1 0,3 0,9 0 1,79

0,45 0,4 527400 0,1 0,3 0,99 0 1,77

800 ºC 0,3 0,4 527400 0,4 0,6 1 0 1,85
0,45 0,4 527400 0,43 0,7 1,1 0 2,43

900 ºC 0,2 0,4 527400 0,77 0,6 0,93 0 2,01
0,3 0,4 527400 0,71 0,9 0,98 0,03 2,12

0,45 0,4 527400 0,68 0,9 1,1 0,02 2,22

950 ºC 0,4 0,4 527400 0,83 1,06 0,9 0,1 2,1
0,45 0,4 527400 0,95 1,2 0,9 0,1 2,25
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B9 700ºC 0,2 0,4 527400 0,15 0,3 0,92 0 1,71
0,3 0,4 527400 0,1 0,2 1 0 1,77

0,45 0,4 527400 0,1 0,2 1,02 0 1,85

800ºC 0,2 0,4 527400 0,28 0,4 0,92 0 1,78
0,3 0,4 527400 0,28 0,4 0,97 0 1,83

0,45 0,4 527400 0,28 0,4 1,03 0 1,92

900ºC 0,2 0,4 527400 0,34 0,58 0,91 0,01 1,83
0,45 0,4 527400 0,36 0,61 1,01 0,01 2,09

950ºC 0,2 0,4 527400 0,77 0,85 0,9 0,1 1,9
0,45 0,4 527400 1,73 1,59 0,9 0,1 2,44

INPUT OUTPUT(%) O2 FLUX
Temperature Air flow Toluene&Nitrogen Toluene amount H2 CO CO2 CH4
(ºC) (l/min) (l/min) (ppm) (ml/min*cm2)

C7 700ºC 0,2 0,4 527400 0,07 0,02 1,02 0 1,67
0,45 0,4 527400 0,1 0,01 1,2 0 2,08

800ºC 0,2 0,4 527400 0,23 0,2 1,12 0 2,47
0,45 0,4 527400 0,22 0,2 1,2 0 2,09

900ºC 0,2 0,4 527400 1,2 1,36 0,83 0,01 2,18
0,45 0,4 527400 1,22 1,45 0,94 0,02 2,45

950ºC 0,2 0,4 527400 1,03 1,46 0,8 0,1 2,12
0,45 0,4 527400 1,36 1,71 0,9 0,1 2,46
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INPUT OUTPUT(%) O2 FLUX
Temperature Air flow Toluene&Nitrogen Toluene amount H2 CO CO2 CH4
(ºC) (l/min) (l/min) (ppm) (ml/min*cm2)

D3 700ºC 0,2 0,4 527400 0,19 0,1 1,01 0 1,76
0,45 0,4 527400 0,1 0,02 1,1 0 1,86

800ºC 0,2 0,4 527400 0,32 0,3 1,05 0 1,87
0,45 0,4 527400 0,35 0,3 1,17 0 2,06

900ºC 0,2 0,4 527400 0,97 1,06 0,87 0 2,09
0,45 0,4 527400 1 1,12 1,07 0,03 2,45

950ºC
0,45 0,4 527400 0,09 1,21 0,9 0,1 2,34
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INPUT OUTPUT(%) O2 FLUX
Temperature Air flow Toluene&Nitrogen Toluene amount H2 CO CO2 CH4
(ºC) (l/min) (l/min) (ppm) (ml/min*cm2)

E3 700ºC 0,2 0,4 527400 0,51 0,6 0,94 0 1,89
0,45 0,4 527400 0,5 0,7 1 0 1,99

800ºC 0,2 0,4 527400 1,12 1,8 0,55 0 2,05
0,45 0,4 527400 1,06 1,6 0,75 0 2,35

900ºC 0,2 0,4 527400 1,4 2,15 0,44 0 2,03
0,45 0,4 527400 1,34 2,21 0,54 0 2,29

950ºC 0,2 0,4 527400 1,33 2,2 0,4 0,1 2,03
0,45 0,4 527400 1,48 2,37 0,5 0,1 2,32

INPUT OUTPUT(%) O2 FLUX
Temperature Air flow Toluene&Nitrogen Toluene amount H2 CO CO2 CH4
(ºC) (l/min) (l/min) (ppm) (ml/min*cm2)

F16 700ºC 0,2 0,4 527400 0,16 0,1 1,06 0 1,82
0,45 0,4 527400 0,3 0,2 1,02 0 2,03

800ºC 0,2 0,4 527400 0,31 0,2 1,1 0 1,93
0,45 0,4 527400 0,31 0,2 1,28 0 2,23

900ºC 0,2 0,4 527400 1,04 0,98 0,93 0 2,08
0,45 0,4 527400 1,22 0,99 1,01 0 2,36

950ºC
0,45 0,4 527400 1,28 1,5 0,9 0 2,35
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INPUT OUTPUT(%) O2 FLUX
Temperature Air flow Toluene&Nitrogen Toluene amount H2 CO CO2 CH4
(ºC) (l/min) (l/min) (ppm) (ml/min*cm2)

G10 700ºC 0,2 0,4 527400 0,12 0,2 0,9 0 1,64
0,45 0,4 527400 0,1 0,3 1 0 1,84

800ºC 0,2 0,4 527400 0,17 0,3 0,95 0 1,72
0,45 0,4 527400 0,19 0,3 1,09 0 1,96

900ºC 0,2 0,4 527400 0,71 0,64 0,91 0,02 1,88
0,45 0,4 527400 0,66 0,63 1,05 0,03 2,21

950ºC 0,2 0,4 527400 0,67 0,51 0,9 0,1 1,8
0,45 0,4 527400 0,5 0,37 1,1 0,1 2,15
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INPUT OUTPUT(%) O2 FLUX
TemperatureAir flow Toluene&Nitrogen Toluene Amount H2 CO CO2 CH4
ºC (l/min) (l/min) (ppm) (ml/min*cm2)

A3 700ºC 0,25 0,4 527400 0,03 0,2 0,92 0 1,8
0,3 0,4 527400 0,1 0,2 1 0 1,67

0,45 0,4 527400 0,1 0,2 1 0 1,75
B6 700 ºC 0,2 0,4 527400 0,08 0,3 0,89 0 1,59

0,3 0,4 527400 0,1 0,3 0,9 0 1,79
0,45 0,4 527400 0,1 0,3 0,99 0 1,77

B9 700ºC 0,2 0,4 527400 0,15 0,3 0,92 0 1,71
0,3 0,4 527400 0,1 0,2 1 0 1,77

0,45 0,4 527400 0,1 0,2 1,02 0 1,85
C7 700ºC 0,2 0,4 527400 0,07 0,02 1,02 0 1,67

0,45 0,4 527400 0,1 0,01 1,2 0 2,08
D3 700ºC 0,2 0,4 527400 0,19 0,1 1,01 0 1,76

0,45 0,4 527400 0,1 0,02 1,1 0 1,86
E3 700ºC 0,2 0,4 527400 0,51 0,6 0,94 0 1,89

0,45 0,4 527400 0,5 0,7 1 0 1,99
F16 700ºC 0,2 0,4 527400 0,16 0,1 1,06 0 1,82

0,45 0,4 527400 0,3 0,2 1,02 0 2,03
G10 700ºC 0,2 0,4 527400 0,12 0,2 0,9 0 1,64

0,45 0,4 527400 0,1 0,3 1 0 1,84
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INPUT OUTPUT(%) O2 FLUX
Temperature Air flow Toluene& Nitrogen H2 CO CO2 CH4
ºC (l/min) (l/min) (ml/min*cm2)

A3 800 ºC 0,2 0,4 0,3 0,4 1 0 1,91
0,25 0,4 0,3 0,4 1 0 2,1

0,3 0,4 0,2 0,3 1,03 0 1,86
0,4 0,4 0,3 0,4 1 0 1,98

0,45 0,4 0,3 0,4 1 0 2

B6 800 ºC 0,3 0,4 0,4 0,6 1 0 1,85
0,45 0,4 0,43 0,7 1,1 0 2,43

B9 800 ºC 0,2 0,4 0,28 0,4 0,92 0 1,78
0,3 0,4 0,28 0,4 0,97 0 1,83

0,45 0,4 0,28 0,4 1,03 0 1,92

C7 800 ºC 0,2 0,4 0,23 0,2 1,12 0 2,47
0,45 0,4 0,22 0,2 1,2 0 2,09

D3 800 ºC 0,2 0,4 0,32 0,3 1,05 0 1,87
0,45 0,4 0,35 0,3 1,17 0 2,06

E3 800 ºC 0,2 0,4 1,12 1,8 0,55 0 2,05
0,45 0,4 1,06 1,6 0,75 0 2,35

F16 800 ºC 0,2 0,4 0,31 0,2 1,1 0 1,93
0,45 0,4 0,31 0,2 1,28 0 2,23

G10 800 ºC 0,2 0,4 0,17 0,3 0,95 0 1,72
0,45 0,4 0,19 0,3 1,09 0 1,96
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INPUT OUTPUT(%) O2 FLUX
TemperatureAir flow Toluene&Nitrogen H2 CO CO2 CH4
ºC (l/min) (l/min) (ml/min*cm2)

A3 900ºC 0,4 0,4 0,6 0,7 1 0,01 2,39
0,45 0,4 0,6 0,7 1,1 0,01 2,46

B6 900 ºC 0,2 0,4 0,77 0,6 0,93 0 2,01
0,3 0,4 0,71 0,9 0,98 0,03 2,12

0,45 0,4 0,68 0,9 1,1 0,02 2,22

B9 900ºC 0,2 0,4 0,34 0,58 0,91 0,01 1,83
0,45 0,4 0,36 0,61 1,01 0,01 2,09

C7 900ºC 0,2 0,4 1,2 1,36 0,83 0,01 2,18
0,45 0,4 1,22 1,45 0,94 0,02 2,45

D3 900ºC 0,2 0,4 0,97 1,06 0,87 0 2,09
0,45 0,4 1 1,12 1,07 0,03 2,45

E3 900ºC 0,2 0,4 1,4 2,15 0,44 0 2,03
0,45 0,4 1,34 2,21 0,54 0 2,29

F16 900ºC 0,2 0,4 1,04 0,98 0,93 0 2,08
0,45 0,4 1,22 0,99 1,01 0 2,36

G10 900ºC 0,2 0,4 0,71 0,64 0,91 0,02 1,88
0,45 0,4 0,66 0,63 1,05 0,03 2,21
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INPUT OUTPUT(%) O2 FLUX
Temperature Air flow(l/min) Toluene/Nitrogen(l/min) H2 CO CO2 CH4 (ml/min*cm2)

A3 950ºC 0,25 0,4 0,3 0,4 1 0,08 2,07
0,3 0,4 0,3 0,3 1,1 0,1 2,15
0,4 0,4 0,4 0,4 1 0,1 1,92

0,45 0,4 0,4 1,4 1,9 0,1 1,94

B6 950 ºC 0,4 0,4 0,83 1,06 0,9 0,1 2,1
0,45 0,4 0,95 1,2 0,9 0,1 2,25

B9 950ºC 0,2 0,4 0,77 0,85 0,9 0,1 1,9
0,45 0,4 1,73 1,59 0,9 0,1 2,44

C7 950ºC 0,2 0,4 1,03 1,46 0,8 0,1 2,12
0,45 0,4 1,36 1,71 0,9 0,1 2,46

D3 950ºC
0,45 0,4 0,09 1,21 0,9 0,1 2,34

E3 950ºC 0,2 0,4 1,33 2,2 0,4 0,1 2,03
0,45 0,4 1,48 2,37 0,5 0,1 2,32

F16 950ºC
0,45 0,4 1,28 1,5 0,9 0 2,35

G10 950ºC 0,2 0,4 0,67 0,51 0,9 0,1 1,8
0,45 0,4 0,5 0,37 1,1 0,1 2,15
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INPUT OUTPUT(%) O2 FLUX
Temperature Air flow Toluene&Nitrogen Toluene amount H2 CO CO2 CH4

(l/min) (l/min) (ppm) (ml/min*cm2)
H13 700ºC 0,2 2 2643 0,01 0 0,06 0 0,6

0,45 2 2643 0,01 0 0,06 0 0,6

800ºC 0,2 2 2643 0 0 0,06 0 0,58
0,45 2 2643 0 0 0,08 0 0,8

900ºC 0,2 2 2643 0,05 0 0,08 0 0,8
0,45 2 2643 0,04 0 0,1 0 1,01

950ºC 0,2 2 2643 0,06 0 0,08 0 0,86
0,45 2 2643 0,04 0 0,1 0 1

H13 700ºC 0,45 1 3174 0,02 0,02 0,14 0 0,76

900ºC 0,45 1 3174 0,09 0 0,21 0 1,16

H13 700ºC 0,45 0,5 2957 0,04 0,02 0,48 0 1,51

900ºC 0,45 0,5 2957 0,34 0,3 0,47 0 1,8

800ºC 0,45 0,5 2957 0,07 0,01 0,39 0 1,22

H13 700ºC 0,45 0,5 10560 0,06 0,1 0,44 0 1,49

900ºC 0,45 0,5 10560 0,37 0,3 0,48 0 1,78

800ºC 0,45 0,5 10560 0,16 0,2 0,45 0 1,61

H13 700ºC 0,45 1 10580 0,03 0 0,12 0 0,66

900ºC 0,45 1 10580 0,12 0,03 0,15 0 0,89

800ºC 0,45 1 10580 0,04 0 0,12 0 0,64
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INPUT OUTPUT(%)
TemperatureAir flow Toluene&NitrogenToluene amount H2 CO CO2 CH4

(l/min) (l/min) (ppm)
H14 H2O+++
52min 700ºC 0,45 0,5 2526 12,43 % 0,1 0,02 0,42 0

50min 900ºC 0,45 0,5 2526 12,43 % 1,53 0,7 0,62 0

50min 800ºC 0,45 0,5 2526 12,43 % 1,04 0,5 0,48 0

H14 (longer run) H2O+++
2h10 700ºC 0,45 0,5 2526 12,43 % 0,94 0,3 0,53 0

2h20 900ºC 0,45 0,5 2526 12,43 % 2,51 0,9 0,83 0

1h10 800ºC 0,45 0,5 2526 12,43 % 1,36 0,7 0,54 0

44min 700ºC 0,45 0,5 2526 12,43 % 0,24 0,1 0,39 0

H14 H2O+++ H2 CO CO2 CH4
700ºC 0,45 0,5 9289 12,43 % 0,46 0,2 0,4 0

900ºC 0,45 0,5 9289 12,43 % 8,03 4,2 0,89 0

800ºC 0,45 0,5 9289 12,43 % 2,89 1,4 0,49 0

700ºC 0,45 0,5 9289 12,43 % 0,6 0,3 0,36 0
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H15 TCD (%) FID-GC (ppm)
H2 N2 CH4 CO CO2 C2H4 C2H6 C7H8 C6H6 CH4 C2H4

700 GASIFICATION GAS 23.3.2015 21_45_213. 17,54 49,97 5,67 11,68 13,16 3,64 0,01 2441,29 16,35733 5,13E+04 8328,81525
700 GASIFICATION GAS 23.3.2015 22_06_213. 17,56 50,06 5,65 11,67 13,31 3,55 0,01 2295,934 16,41607 5,19E+04 8557,30281
700 GASIFICATION GAS 23.3.2015 22_27_213. 17,56 50,03 5,65 11,67 13,32 3,56 0,01 2415,11 17,07751 5,07E+04 8660,58499
700 GASIFICATION GAS 23.3.2015 22_48_213. 17,55 49,95 5,67 11,68 13,35 3,78 0,01 2524,701 17,95096 5,14E+04 8378,19122
700 GASIFICATION GAS 23.3.2015 23_09_213. 17,55 50,11 5,64 11,65 13,32 3,61 0,01 2487,38 18,13455 5,19E+04 8550,81908
700 GASIFICATION GAS 23.3.2015 23_29_213. 17,49 50,09 5,64 11,65 13,19 3,63 0,02 2454,157 17,52435 5,14E+04 8392,79337
700 GASIFICATION GAS 23.3.2015 23_50_213. 17,52 50,08 5,64 11,65 13,08 3,61 0,02 2484,065 17,81147 5,21E+04 8647,95291
700 GASIFICATION GAS 24.3.2015 0_11_213. 17,55 50,07 5,64 11,64 12,99 3,62 0,02 2485,109 16,84035 5,11E+04 8393,40609
700 GASIFICATION GAS 24.3.2015 0_32_213. 17,6 50,18 5,64 11,64 13,38 3,3 0,02 2458,495 16,40502 5,17E+04 8548,6086
700 GASIFICATION GAS 24.3.2015 0_53_213. 17,6 49,92 5,66 11,67 13,35 3,67 0,02 2605,271 16,31275 5,04E+04 8990,26558
700 GASIFICATION GAS 24.3.2015 1_14_213. 17,56 49,87 5,66 11,67 13,16 3,7 0,02 2606,726 15,94444 5,14E+04 8434,48051
700 GASIFICATION GAS 24.3.2015 1_35_213. 17,54 49,94 5,65 11,69 13,18 3,68 0,02 2550,008 15,37362 5,18E+04 8671,46255
700 GASIFICATION GAS 24.3.2015 1_55_213. 17,54 49,8 5,65 11,66 13,07 3,74 0,02 2409,46 13,67848 5,13E+04 8370,87847
700 GASIFICATION GAS 24.3.2015 2_16_213. 17,49 49,85 5,64 11,65 13,3 3,67 0,02 2563,01 14,21841 5,21E+04 8736,69626
700 GASIFICATION GAS 24.3.2015 2_37_213. 17,5 49,87 5,63 11,65 13,09 3,64 0,02 2546,268 13,29926 5,13E+04 8513,88225
700 GASIFICATION GAS 24.3.2015 2_58_213. 17,48 49,81 5,62 11,61 13,09 3,62 0,02 2503,72 12,69695 5,16E+04 8580,32784
700 GASIFICATION GAS 24.3.2015 3_19_213. 17,47 49,8 5,62 11,6 13,2 3,63 0,02 2529,771 12,54239 5,13E+04 8521,34875
700 GASIFICATION GAS 24.3.2015 3_40_213. 17,46 49,65 5,63 11,61 13,24 3,7 0,02 2528,516 12,0471 5,10E+04 8940,9891
700 GASIFICATION GAS 24.3.2015 4_01_213. 17,45 49,69 5,62 11,59 13,3 3,64 0,02 2654,263 12,75178 5,21E+04 9139,5903
700 GASIFICATION GAS 24.3.2015 4_21_213. 17,43 5,59 11,53 13,13 3,49 0,02 2503,589 11,87138 5,14E+04 8508,48681
700 GASIFICATION GAS 24.3.2015 4_42_213. 17,42 49,64 5,61 11,56 13,2 3,62 0,02 2463,157 12,09907 5,22E+04 8809,88936
700 GASIFICATION GAS 24.3.2015 5_03_213. 17,38 49,65 5,62 11,59 13,3 3,63 0,02 2514,237 11,8529 5,18E+04 9011,34844
700 GASIFICATION GAS 24.3.2015 5_24_213. 17,37 49,6 5,61 11,56 13,15 3,66 0,02 2465,04 11,88997 5,18E+04 8634,1602
700 GASIFICATION GAS 24.3.2015 5_45_213. 17,39 49,56 5,59 11,55 13,17 3,62 0,02 2509,727 12,21505 5,17E+04 8641,09235
700 GASIFICATION GAS 24.3.2015 6_06_213. 23,54 43,07 4,18 18,58 9,15 0,92 0,05 2215,383 48,03386 5,11E+04 7614,05486
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TCD (%) FID-GC(ppm)
H15 H2 N2 CH4 CO CO2 C2H4 C2H6 C7H8 C6H6 CH4 C2H6+C2H2 C2H4

900 GASIFICATION GAS 24.3.2015 6_27_213. 22,52 44,1 4,81 16,95 10,14 1,18 0,06 593,373 230,5422 4,80E+04 527,06869 3592,887
900 GASIFICATION GAS 24.3.2015 6_48_213. 22,58 44 4,76 17,18 9,93 1,22 0,06 531,0081 174,1662 4,64E+04 458,14424 2949,92
900 GASIFICATION GAS 24.3.2015 7_07_213. 22,28 44,25 4,79 17,11 9,87 1,29 0,06 628,2108 183,9234 4,73E+04 485,97131 3330,764
900 GASIFICATION GAS 24.3.2015 7_29_213. 22,57 44 4,8 17,02 10,05 1,18 0,05 524,8955 140,0626 4,42E+04 408,43141 2440,197
900 GASIFICATION GAS 24.3.2015 7_50_213. 22,53 44,05 4,78 17,07 9,95 1,21 0,06 628,2108 183,9234 4,73E+04 485,97131 3330,764
900 GASIFICATION GAS 24.3.2015 8_11_213. 23,18 43,25 4,49 18,39 9,11 0,87 0,05 524,8955 140,0626 4,42E+04 408,43141 2440,197
900 GASIFICATION GAS 24.3.2015 8_32_213. 23,32 43,2 4,47 18,16 9,29 0,84 0,05 609,5988 148,0578 4,64E+04 445,10923 2853,747
900 GASIFICATION GAS 24.3.2015 8_53_213. 23,63 42,51 4,24 19,88 8,04 0,65 0,04 669,0636 154,7233 4,53E+04 441,1185 2778,367
900 GASIFICATION GAS 24.3.2015 9_14_213. 22,63 43,83 4,74 17,07 9,9 1,14 0,06 614,4168 140,0213 4,58E+04 433,828 2645,083
900 GASIFICATION GAS 24.3.2015 9_35_213. 23,2 43,29 4,57 17,96 9,32 0,8 0,05 602,7112 140,5832 4,55E+04 449,13465 2593,256
900 GASIFICATION GAS 24.3.2015 9_56_213. 23,28 43,14 4,48 18,1 9,29 0,75 0,05 548,7486 133,0222 4,57E+04 439,30358 2461,621
900 GASIFICATION GAS 24.3.2015 16_15_213. 16,64 43,13 5,05 10,44 10,6 3,05 606,1125 151,525 4,67E+04 474,97126 2810,316
900 GASIFICATION GAS 24.3.2015 16_36_213. 15,07 38,49 4,5 9,32 10,87 3,15 541,3046 140,6531 4,62E+04 457,70802 2549,292
900 GASIFICATION GAS 24.3.2015 16_57_213. 16,19 41,94 4,94 10,12 12,23 3,59 15,69934 3,7618 1,23E+04 15,48325 51,54988
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H16 TCD (%) GC(ppm)
, H2 N2 CH4 CO CO2 O2 C7H8 C6H6 CH4 C2H6+C2H2 C2H4

700C STEAM LONG RUN H1625.3.2015 18_33_31 0,14 95,54 0,09 0 0,37 0 1,03E+04 238,8612 122,95298 8,10644
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1625.3.2015 18_54_31 0,15 94,4 0 0,11 0,47 0,07 9810,99414 178,77149 107,66492 7,30225
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1625.3.2015 19_15_31 0,13 94,05 0 0,11 0,42 0 1,03E+04 152,57474 106,23995 21,18344
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1625.3.2015 19_36_31 0,13 94,12 0 0,11 0,44 0 1,02E+04 149,67634 103,18783 19,32018
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1625.3.2015 19_56_31 0,14 94,14 0 0,11 0,43 0 1,03E+04 148,65995 96,34225 6,1952 4,32863
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1625.3.2015 20_17_31 0,14 95,36 0 0,11 0,46 0 1,04E+04 147,67396 94,30244 6,08247
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1625.3.2015 20_38_31 0,15 95,64 0 0,11 0,44 0 1,03E+04 151,07281 89,49869 4,53478
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1625.3.2015 20_59_31 0,15 95,65 0 0,12 0,44 0 9875,4092 149,60228 84,34243 4,43982
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1625.3.2015 21_20_31 0,15 95,67 0 0,11 0,45 0 1,04E+04 152,91179 81,66872 5,07471
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1625.3.2015 21_41_31 0,15 95,63 0 0,11 0,44 0 1,04E+04 147,54055 75,56341 4,46425
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1625.3.2015 22_02_31 0,15 95,7 0 0,11 0,44 0 1,05E+04 150,03258 73,20087 6,13377
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1625.3.2015 22_22_31 0,15 95,7 0 0,11 0,45 0 1,04E+04 150,36532 67,90067 4,19119
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1625.3.2015 22_43_31 0,16 95,69 0 0,11 0,45 0 1,04E+04 147,9572 62,83325 4,31851
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1625.3.2015 23_04_31 0,16 95,66 0 0,11 0,45 0 1,03E+04 155,93581 61,10353 6,16327
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1625.3.2015 23_25_31 0,16 95,64 0 0,11 0,45 0 1,04E+04 150,20232 56,31468 6,12056
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1625.3.2015 23_46_31 0,16 95,68 0 0,11 0,44 0 1,04E+04 154,4718 50,54853 4,01672
700C STEAM LONG RUN H162´6.3.2015 00_07_31 0,16 95,71 0 0,11 0,44 0 1,04E+04 151,18203 46,28873 3,94631
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 00_28_31 0,16 95,63 0 0,11 0,46 0,01 1,04E+04 153,83936 42,60729 3,92027
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 00_49_31 0,16 95,65 0 0,11 0,45 0,01 1,04E+04 153,13587 38,64758 4,03051
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 01_10_31 0,16 95,6 0 0,11 0,45 0,01 1,05E+04 152,55735 35,20976 4,12166
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 01_30_31 0,16 95,62 0 0,11 0,45 0,01 1,03E+04 154,95792 30,87251 3,67197
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 01_51_31 0,16 95,63 0 0,11 0,44 0,01 1,04E+04 150,05892 28,04876 3,92681
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 02_12_31 0,16 95,66 0 0,1 0,44 0,01 1,04E+04 154,9202 3,77555
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 02_33_31 0,16 95,62 0 0,11 0,44 0,01 1,04E+04 150,65137 22,93247 4,1497
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 02_54_31 0,16 95,64 0 0,11 0,42 0,01 1,04E+04 158,04598 3,6368
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 03_15_31 0,16 95,6 0 0,11 0,45 0,01 1,04E+04 154,65758 3,74369
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 03_35_31 0,16 95,57 0 0,1 0,43 1,04E+04 153,1591 3,4565
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 03_56_31 0,16 95,6 0 0,11 0,44 0,01 1,04E+04 156,22297 3,37825
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 04_17_31 0,16 95,6 0 0,11 0,44 0,01 1,05E+04 154,52254 2,92849
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H16 TCD (%) GC(ppm)
, H2 N2 CH4 CO CO2 O2 C7H8 C6H6 CH4 C2H6+C2H2 C2H4

900C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 04_59_31 3,28 91,48 0,02 1,36 0,88 6652,18676 936,41903 540,16605 6,66775
900C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 05_20_31 3,12 91,63 0,02 1,24 0,89 0,01 6836,57284 757,1701 377,27838 6,44341
900C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 05_40_31 3,11 91,65 0,02 1,21 0,87 0,01 6649,34976 734,74136 367,38144 6,12005
900C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 06_01_31 3,24 91,42 0,01 1,32 0,87 0,01 6806,94312 730,24496 358,95254 6,20176
900C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 06_22_31 3,14 91,55 0,02 1,29 0,86 0,01 6898,8311 729,24393 362,36433 6,70948
900C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 06_43_31 3,26 91,39 0,01 1,34 0,85 0,01 6759,04531 722,38725 366,42682 6,08697
900C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 07_04_31 3,32 91,25 0,01 1,43 0,83 0,01 5634,00447 613,43549 326,00178 5,05357
900C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 07_25_31 3,6 90,78 0,01 1,62 0,84 0,01 6627,78416 699,84245 351,15103 6,21025
900C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 07_46_31 3,49 90,93 0,01 1,57 0,83 0,01 6634,97614 711,81135 356,56312 6,22552
900C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 08_06_31 3,73 90,54 0,01 1,72 0,83 0,01 6268,96431 685,20606 353,43144 6,23253
900C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 08_27_31 3,57 90,67 0,01 1,62 0,8 0,01 6626,10247 709,05248 358,7711 6,19165
900C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 08_48_31 3,38 90,9 0,01 1,51 0,8 0,01 6596,77427 710,20897 361,08924 6,14654
900C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 09_09_31 3,42 90,81 0,01 1,55 0,79 0,01 6583,27466 701,49519 354,53782 6,27573
900C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 09_30_31 3,42 90,73 0,01 1,57 0,78 0,01 6382,25985 695,77562 355,82629 6,10787
900C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 09_50_31 3,82 90,01 0,01 1,79 0,82 0,01 6428,83771 722,89688 379,58713 6,22469
900C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 10_11_31 3,6 90,29 0,02 1,66 0,8 0,01 6442,4013 696,01022 350,99416 6,27258
900C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 10_32_31 3,5 90,43 0,01 1,59 0,79 0,01 6389,21992 692,02022 354,77386 6,40982
900C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 10_52_31 3,67 90,08 0,01 1,71 0,77 0,01 6436,14541 698,38941 351,68885 6,32038
900C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 11_14_31 3,78 90,17 0,01 1,74 0,68 0,01 6306,35238 736,13434 383,11779 5,7617
900C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 12_58_31 3,95 90,31 0,01 1,87 0,77 0 5934,22626 613,23204 336,9847 5,35386
900C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 13_19_31 3,74 90,65 0,01 1,74 0,78 0 6163,88248 613,93831 319,60508 5,50013
900C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 13_40_31 3,52 90,95 0,01 1,61 0,77 0 6385,18716 643,52103 338,3924 5,65314
900C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 14_00_31 3,4 91,06 0,02 1,56 0,77 0 6547,97799 647,7436 333,05048 5,96055
900C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 14_20_31 3,29 91,2 0,01 1,49 0,77 0 6634,75223 667,03416 340,94221 5,98262
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H16 TCD (%) GC(ppm)
, H2 N2 CH4 CO CO2 O2 C7H8 C6H6 CH4 C2H6+C2H2 C2H4

800C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 15_03_31 1,02 94,31 0 0,46 0,51 0 9448,66933 225,13768 28,93241 3,49725
800C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 15_24_31 0,92 94,52 0 0,4 0,52 0 9521,22141 244,95935 31,74849 3,29714
800C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 15_45_31 0,87 94,56 0 0,37 0,53 0 9669,39636 254,60635 31,99916 3,61739
800C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 16_05_31 0,86 94,64 0 0,35 0,53 0 9478,86071 261,04151 32,63739 3,30282
800C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 16_26_31 0,85 94,62 0 0,35 0,53 0 9672,57629 266,14903 33,78196 12,65972
800C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 16_47_31 0,86 94,65 0 0,34 0,53 0 9543,21932 260,24721 32,14883 3,55711
800C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 17_08_31 0,84 94,67 0 0,33 0,53 0 9579,19007 268,68428 34,25201 3,70056
800C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 17_29_31 0,83 94,65 0 0,34 0,54 0 9636,19158 271,74351 33,80273 3,5591
800C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 17_50_31 0,82 94,66 0 0,33 0,53 0 9635,80491 272,86957 33,60349 3,28438
800C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 18_10_31 0,81 94,58 0 0,32 0,53 0 9841,47341 280,80021 33,73053 3,6691
800C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 18_31_31 0,8 94,52 0 0,32 0,53 0 9582,37752 273,13514 34,02464 3,30643
800C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 18_52_31 0,8 94,53 0 0,31 0,52 0 9720,74363 274,68324 33,7396 3,46947
800C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 19_13_31 0,79 94,55 0 0,31 0,53 0 9668,37277 272,85298 33,5924 3,51684
800C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 19_34_31 0,78 94,52 0 0,31 0,52 0 9689,32262 270,55725 33,65696 3,51577
800C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 19_55_31 0,79 94,62 0 0,3 0,52 0 9706,82912 276,73581 33,84176 3,36036
800C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 20_15_31 0,79 94,62 0 0,31 0,53 0 9654,93148 271,68392 34,04508 3,35747
800C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 20_36_31 0,79 94,66 0 0,31 0,52 0 9712,59626 275,222 33,63852 3,28017
800C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 20_57_31 0,78 94,6 0 0,31 0,54 0 9680,49128 274,81683 34,18039 3,28153
800C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 21_18_31 0,78 94,63 0 0,31 0,54 0 9645,38513 270,277 33,87048 3,27666
800C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 21_39_31 0,78 94,59 0 0,31 0,54 0 9765,19857 275,22982 34,25069 3,28925
800C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 22_00_00 0,78 94,62 0 0,31 0,54 0 9695,01355 267,56999 32,54595 3,13991
800C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 22_21_00 0,78 94,64 0 0,3 0,54 0 9774,24065 277,59618 33,98238 3,27043
800C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 22_41_00 0,77 94,59 0 0,3 0,53 0 9671,50753 269,60967 33,0799 3,36941
800C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 23_02_00 0,78 94,6 0 0,31 0,52 0 9872,8869 275,01694 33,43219 3,38579
800C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 23_23_00 0,78 94,57 0 0,3 0,53 0 9597,00516 269,20239 33,52454 3,20375
800C STEAM LONG RUN H1626.3.2015 23_44_00 0,78 94,65 0 0,3 0,53 0 9832,77943 275,19763 34,37462 3,25814
800C STEAM LONG RUN H1627.3.2015 0_05_00 0,78 94,57 0 0,3 0,53 0 9674,19635 274,2351 34,14054 3,00594
800C STEAM LONG RUN H1627.3.2015 0_26_00 0,77 94,6 0 0,3 0,52 0 9726,4101 269,97174 32,98113 3,05161
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H16 TCD (%) GC(ppm)
, H2 N2 CH4 CO CO2 O2 C7H8 C6H6 CH4 C2H6+C2H2 C2H4

800C STEAM LONG RUN H1627.3.2015 0_43_00 0,28 95,1 0 0,13 0,43 0 9723,59522 274,91582 32,79486 3,08077
800C STEAM LONG RUN H1627.3.2015 1_07_00 0,3 95,26 0 0,14 0,41 0 1,04E+04 96,75843 1,33971
800C STEAM LONG RUN H1627.3.2015 1_28_00 0,28 94,98 0 0,15 0,43 0 1,05E+04 104,17273 1,25868
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1627.3.2015 1_49_00 0,28 94,88 0,14 0,42 0 1,03E+04 113,07134 4,0561 1,26756
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1627.3.2015 2_10_00 0,27 94,75 0,13 0,43 0 1,03E+04 119,45011 4,53164 1,18131
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1627.3.2015 2_31_00 0,27 94,79 0,14 0,42 0 1,03E+04 123,55884 5,16944 1,2425
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1627.3.2015 2_52_00 0,26 94,69 0,14 0,42 0 1,04E+04 126,05598 4,95647 1,15378
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1627.3.2015 3_13_00 0,26 94,62 0,13 0,42 0 1,03E+04 129,627 5,61145 1,12129
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1627.3.2015 3_33_00 0,26 94,59 0,12 0,42 0 1,03E+04 128,74801 5,64999 1,19569
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1627.3.2015 3_54_00 0,26 94,57 0,13 0,42 0 1,04E+04 135,07179 6,10109 1,22695
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1627.3.2015 4_15_00 0,26 94,47 0,13 0,42 0 1,03E+04 134,19615 6,04126 1,07969
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1627.3.2015 4_36_00 0,25 94,43 0,13 0,42 0 1,03E+04 135,44641 6,81751 1,11506
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1627.3.2015 4_57_00 0,25 94,47 0,13 0,41 0 1,05E+04 139,08218 6,42891 1,3131
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1627.3.2015 5_18_00 0,25 94,33 0,13 0,42 0 1,05E+04 137,57444 6,79519 1,07032
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1627.3.2015 5_38_00 0,25 94,3 0,13 0,42 0 1,05E+04 141,34904 6,722 1,03487
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1627.3.2015 5_59_00 0,25 94,26 0,13 0,42 0 1,04E+04 138,30209 6,50344 1,1158
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1627.3.2015 6_20_00 0,25 94,36 0,13 0,41 0 1,04E+04 143,51055 6,70E+00 1,22105
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1627.3.2015 6_41_00 0,25 94,35 0,13 0,42 0 1,04E+04 141,51707 7,61792 9,49E-01
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1627.3.2015 7_02_00 0,24 94,27 0,13 0,41 0 1,01E+04 138,82343 6,9096 1,02394
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1627.3.2015 7_23_00 0,25 94,27 0,12 0,42 0 1,05E+04 1,43E+02 7,1997 9,23E-01
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1627.3.2015 7_43_00 0,25 94,29 0,13 0,42 0 1,04E+04 143,14894 6,77483 9,08E-01
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1627.3.2015 8_04_00 0,24 94,21 0,13 0,42 0 1,03E+04 146,85893 7,20582 1,02936
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1627.3.2015 8_25_00 0,25 94,21 0,13 0,42 0,01 1,03E+04 144,27709 6,98954 1,05854
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1627.3.2015 8_46_00 0,24 94,15 0,12 0,41 0 1,04E+04 148,90937 7,09983 1,00983
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1627.3.2015 9_07_00 0,24 94,13 0,12 0,41 0 1,05E+04 145,79662 7,87408 9,87E-01
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1627.3.2015 9_28_00 0,24 94,09 0,12 0,42 0,01 1,04E+04 149,79769 7,21324 9,92E-01
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1627.3.2015 9_47_00 0,24 94,07 0,13 0,42 0,01 1,04E+04 148,41774 7,45296 1,04303
700C STEAM LONG RUN H1627.3.2015 10_09_00 0,24 94,06 0,12 0,42 0,01 1,03E+04 146,18757 7,66262 1,0894
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Appendix C. Single phase materials with the ABO3-δ perovkite-type

Perovskite type: Sr (Co, Fe)O3-δ (SCFO)

SrCoO3-δ: SrCoO3 or SrFeO3 exhibits both good ionic and electronic conductivity for high

oxygen flux, therefore it has been studied intensively. The oxygen permeability can be

improved by either doping metal ions on the A-site or partially substituting transition

metals to the B-site (Co), which has great influence on the thermal/chemical stability.

[68]

Sr0.7Ln0.3CoO3-δ: Partial doping of metals on the A-site has stronger influence on the

oxygen flux value than doping on the B-site. The oxygen vacancies in the lattice can be

achieved by partial substitution of Ln metal ion by Sr2+ in the A-site, whereas the higher

oxygen permeability flux due to the larger ionic radius doped metal on the A-site [11]

&[30]. The oxygen fluxes of Sr0.7Ln0.3CoO3-δ  (Ln=La, Nd, Sm, Gd) increases as follows: La>

Nd> Sm> Gd. [68]

SrCoBO3-δ (B=Zn, Cu, Ni, Cr, Zr, Fe): The high thermal expansion coefficient of cobalt

results in the low thermal stability. Therefore, doping higher activation energy

transition metals to the B-site with cobalt result in the stable perovskite structure. It

was found that Sr-Co-Zr, Sr-Co-Cr and Sr-Co-Cu have higher oxygen capacity; moreover

the oxygen capacity of Sr-Co-Zr is almost twice as much as that of Sr-Co-Ni and Sr-Co-Zn.

The oxygen permeability decreases as follows: SCF< SrCo0.9Fe0.1O3-δ <SrCo0.9Ti0.1O3-δ

<SrCoO3-δ< SrCo0.9Nb0.1O3-δ. [69]

Sr1-xBixFeO3-δ: Bi3+ is partially substituted by Sr2+ to increase oxygen vacancies, while the

iron shows the electrical conductivity by the mixed valence state transferred from Fe4+

to Fe3+ to keep electrical neutrality. The oxygen permeation flux of SBF increases with

the increasing of the content of bismuth (when 1-x≤0.5); if 1-x≥0.5, the oxygen flux

decreases as the increasing with content of Bi. It is known that the oxygen flux depends

on the surface exchange rate and the oxygen vacancies. When 1-x≤0.5, the oxygen flux,
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which is controlled by the surface exchange rate.  The increasing amount of Bi leads to

increase  the  cavity  size  (rc)  and  lattice  free  volume  (Fv)  makes  the  surface  exchange

easy resulting in high oxygen permeability. While 1-x≥0.5, the influence of the oxygen

flux is determined by the bulk diffusion of the concentration of oxygen vacancies and

the increasing the content of Bi leads to decrease the oxygen vacancies. In addition, Bi-

doped materials (Bi2O3) causes the phase inversion under high temperature due to the

melting point (824°C), therefore it is suitable for middle temperature or lower

temperature membrane materials. [70]

SrCo0.8Fe0.2O3-δ: This material exhibit highest oxygen flux value among

La0.6Sr0.4Co0.8Fe0.2O3-δ under an air/helium oxygen partial gradient at 900°C, however

they have poor stability under the reducing atmosphere that restricts its applications.

Under the reducing atmosphere, the transformation from Co3+ to Co2+ would result in

thermal expansion of the lattice volume, which causes distortion or breaking of the

membrane materials leading to poor thermal/chemical stability. For Co doped

membranes, structural failure occurs easily under oxygen chemical potential gradient

across the membranes because of their high thermal expansion coefficients and poor

stability. The iron ions are used to restrain this transformation and the increasing

amount of Fe will limit the formation of the concentration of oxygen vacancies, which

will decrease the oxygen flux. Therefore, the oxygen permeability flux follows:

SrCo0.5Fe0.5Oδ > SrCo0.5Fe0.75Oδ > SrCo0.5FeOδ > SrCo0.5Fe1.25Oδ. [71]

SrFeCo0.5O3-δ: The possibility of producing hydrogen by partial oxidation of coke oven

gas (COG) with mixed conductor SFCO oxygen permeable membrane was studied and

the experiment result showed that SCFO it could be stable when operated in the pure

methane but would be damaged in H2-rich  COG.  The  metal  Fe  phase  and  little  of

Sr3Fe3O10-x phase appeared on the reforming side and the metal-Co, Fe and Sr4Fe3O3-x

phases appeared on the atmosphere side. Finally, the results showed that the SCFO
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material was easily damaged in H2-rich COG and it  was not stable for  COG-reforming

reactor. [72]

Sr(Co,M)O3-δ (M=Ti or Cr): Doping higher valence transition metal cations (Cr or Ti) on

B-site with cobalt will increase the phase stability, while decreasing the oxygen flux by

the lowering the electronic conductivity. The stability follows the order: Ni, Cu, Zn, In,

Ce < Cr, Al, Ga, Zr, Sn, V < La < Fe <Ti < Nb. [73]& [74]

SrFe0.6Cu0.3Ti0.3O3-δ: SFCT membrane was synthesized for partial oxidation of methane

to syngas and the resulted that show the crystallinity of both side of SFCT membrane

declined significantly after catalytic reaction. The decomposition of the perovskite

structure and the formation of SrCoO3 and other phases were found in the reaction-

side surface of the membrane, along with the emergence of loose porous morphology.

[75] & [76]

Sr(Co0.8Fe0.2)1-x MxO3-δ (M=Mg2+, Ca2+, Sr2+, Ba2+, Ti4+, and Zr4+): The alkaline earth ions

(Mg2+, Ca2+, Sr2+ and Ba2+ )  doped on B-cations,  while  Zr4+ and Ti4+ partially substitute

the B-cations resulting in the formation of SrTiO3 and SrZrO3 phases, respectively. SCF

doped with Zr and Ti has higher phase stability than undoped SCF, because Zr4+ (Ti4+)

can restrain the inclined transformation from Co3+ to  Co2+ at high temperature in

reducing environment or CO2 atmosphere resulting in high thermal/chemical stability.

Higher radius of doping ions in alkaline earth metal group result in more phase stability,

whereas SCF-Ba performs the highest phase stability due to the highest radius size

among the alkaline earth metal group. Doped SCF membrane has lower oxygen flux

value than the undoped SCF membrane due to the transition metals of Ti and Zr

decreases the oxygen vacancies in the lattice. Therefore, doping alkaline metals and

transition metals on B-site will increase the phase stability but decrease the oxygen

permeability. It was found that oxygen per-selectivity of Sr(Co0.4Fe0.6-xZrx)O3-δ decrease

as Zr and Co content increase, and thermal/chemical stability increase as Zr decrease.

[71]
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BaxSr1-xCoyFe1-yO3-δ: The introduction of bigger ionic radius size Ba2+ to A-site will lower

the activation energy bond between Ba-O, increase the lattice free volume (Fv) and

enhance the phase stability with being t nearly to 1.  The electronic neutrality is

compensated by multivalent changes of Co and Fe metal ions, with the actual amount

of Fe4+ ion decreasing, while that of Fe3+ ions increases with the rise of Co content. The

doped Fe ions restrain the transformation of Co3+ to Co2+ reducing oxygen vacancy

concentration, while increasing the phase stability by increasing the bond energy.

Therefore, doped Ba will increase the oxygen permeation flux and doped Fe will

increase the thermal/chemical stability due to Fe ion having a stable state under

reducing environment. [77]

Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3-δ: This material exhibits good oxygen permeability and higher

thermal/chemical stability than La0.2Sr0.8Co0.2Fe0.8O3-δ and SrCo0.8Fe0.2O3-δ especially in

the reducing environment. Partial doping Sr to Ba in A- side, which was a greater ionic

radius resulting in the rise of oxygen vacancies, providing the high oxygen permeability.

Although the alkaline earth metals will have phase conversion caused by reaction with

CO2 in the formation of BaCO3 and SrCO3 and with H2 in the form of BaO, FeO, SrO and

BaFeO3 in reducing environment, the BSCF is oxidized again to keep the structure stable.

The rank of oxygen flux follows the order: BCF>BSCF>SCF>SCCF>MCF. Therefore,

according to A-site doping, bigger ionic radius and smaller ionic potential of alkaline

earth metal like Ba should be taken into account. [78]

BaCe0.1Co0.4Fe0.5O3-δ: Ba-Ce-O based perovskite oxide is usually employed for hydrogen

permeable membrane in POM, because it has high resistance for the reducing

environment. They exhibit good phase stability and high oxygen permeability due to

the doped large radius of cerium ions and changeable valence from Ce4+ to Ce3+. They

achieves high conversion of CH4 and selectivity of CO and still survives in the long-term

operation above 1000h good performance. [74]
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BaBi0.2CoyFe0.8-yO3-δ (y≤0.4), BaBixCo0.2Fe0.8-xO3-δ(x=0.1-0.5): Bi2O3 is  a  typical  type  of

fluorite compound, which has very high oxygen ionic conductivity. Doping Bi to the B-

site in the perovskite type exhibits considerable high oxygen permeability at high

temperature due to Bi-O having low average bond energy (ABE) value. The oxygen flux

value of BaBi0.2Co0.35Fe0.45O3-δ could reach 0.77*10-6 mol  s-1 cm-2 under an air/helium

oxygen  partial  gradient  at  900°C,  which  is  much  greater  than  with  other  doped  Bi

conducting membranes. The oxygen permeability increases with the content of Co and

no simply related to Bi content was observed. [79]

BaTi0.2CoxFe0.8-xO3-δ: Doping titanium to B-site could improve the phase stability at the

same time has less influence on the oxygen permeability due to the higher stabilized

energy of Ti results in high activation energy between Ti-O bonds. In B-site of BTCF, the

presence of Co3+ ions with smaller ion radii could compensate the electronic of Ti4+, the

electronic conduction proceeds via B-O-B bonds. The oxygen permeability flux of 0.9 ml

cm-2min-1 at  950  °C  under  air/He  in  steady  state  was  achieved.  With  the  BTCF

membranes performs high phase stability and oxygen permeability. [80]

Usually, the perovskite-type membranes containing alkaline earth metals have good

oxygen permeability; however, they could react with CO2, SO2 or  water  vapor.

Moreover, cobalt containing oxides have poor stability under the reducing atmosphere

and high coefficient of thermal expansion limiting their application in reality. For

practical industries, a dense ceramic membrane reactor has to show considerably high

oxygen permeability under operation conditions and high stability under the harsh

atmosphere, especially in CO2-containing atmosphere or the reducing atmosphere.
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Perovskite type: La (Co, Fe)O3-δ (LCFO)

La1-xSrxCo1-yFeyO3-δ was another type of perovskite material with high ionic conductivity

and electric conductivity (1000 S.cm-1),  which  was  first  investigated  to  overcome  the

poor stability of Sr (Co, Fe)O3-δ. The results shows the oxygen flux value was lower than

with SCFO due to the low surface exchange rate. The oxygen fluxes raised with the

increased  content  of  Co.   At  the  same  time,  charge  neutrality  was  achieved  by  the

valence  state  transformation  of  Co  (Co-O-Co)  and  Fe  on  B-cations.  The  oxygen

vacancies concentration in the lattice could be riased by partial substitute Ba, Sr, Ca to

A-site of La to increase the oxygen permeation flux, while high electronic conductivity

was enhanced by doping with low valence state cations such as Ga, Cr, Fe, Pb, or Ni for

partial substitute of Co. [30]

LaBO3 (B=V, Cr,Mn, Fe, Co, Ni): The stability of peroskite material follows of the doped

metal oxides stability. The higher stability of a doping metals resulting in the higher

stability of the perovskite membrane due to the high metal-oxygen bond energy. In the

reducing environment, the stability follows the sequence of: LaCrO3 > LaFeO3 > LaMnO3 >

LaCoO3 > LaNiO3. [71]

La0.3Sr0.7CoO3-δ membrane oxygen permeability is predominantly controlled either by

bulk diffusion (L>10Lc) or surface exchange (L<0.1Lc). When it is controlled by the bulk

diffusion (0.057<Lc<0.215 cm), the thinner thickness (Lc=0.057cm) provides a larger

oxygen flux and higher temperature results in the lower oxygen flux. While it is

controlled by the surface exchange (68 µm<Lc<87 µm), the oxygen permeability

increases with the thicker material and higher temperature results in large oxygen flux

due to the increase of ionic conductivity [81]. La0.6Sr0.4CoO3-δ membrane operating the

temperature range (750-940°C), the oxygen flux increased sharply in the magnitude up

to 3*107 mol  s-1 cm-2and decreased after 400 h [82]. Similar value of oxygen flux of

approximately 3-4*107 mol s-1 cm-2 was reported by other authors [82] & [83].
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La1-xCexCoO3-δ: La partially substituted with Ce will increase the oxygen vacancies and

the amount of Ce determines the phase stability and morphology structure of the

membrane. When x<0.3, the phase structure is stable under air/He oxygen partial

gradient at 900°C, Increasing the Ce content will result in the formation of Co3O4 (x>0.5),

along with the emergence of loose porous morphology (x>0.7). Therefore, to keep the

tolerance factor close to 1, the suitable amount of Ce is about 0.3. [84]

(Ln, Sr)CoO3-δ : Doping lanthanide metals on the A-site will increase the oxygen flux and

the order of flux follows the metal radius size: La>Pr>Nd>Sm>Gd. Doping with metal

with the large radius will increase the tolerance factor (t), consequently resulting the

better oxygen permeability flux value. However, the Co metal ion has a low average Co-

O bonding energy and high thermal expansion coefficient resulting in high creep

especially in the reducing environment. Therefore, it is necessary to partially

substituted of B ions with Ga, Cr, Fe, Pb, Ni. [85]

La(Co,Cr)O3-δ : The oxygen flux, electrical conductivity and thermal expansion of La(Co1-

x Mx)O3-δ (x=0.1-0.4) decreases with the increasing chromium concentration, due to the

lower polarization site energy at Co site than the Cr. [86]

La(Co,Ni)O3-δ: Doping nickel into the cobalt on B-site will increase the electrical

conductivity with the increase of the nickel content due to the increasing mobility of

itinerant electrons. However, it will result in decline of the oxygen ionic conductivity.

Therefore, increasing Ni and Cr will both increase phase stability by decreasing of

thermal expansion coefficient. [86]

 (La,A)FeO3-δ: Oxygen flux follows the sequence of: La0.6Ba0.4FeO3-δ > La0.6Ca0.4FeO3-δ >

La0.6Sr0.4FeO3-δ. [87]

La1-xSrxFeO3-δ(x=0.1-0.3): Lower valency cations (Sr2+) can be introduced into the crystal

lattices  on  A-site  to  increase  the  oxygen  vacancies  and  the  ionic  conductivity,  which

lead to increase the oxygen permeability; while the iron shows the electrical
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conductivity by mixed valence state transferred from Fe4+ to Fe3+ to keep the electrical

neutrality and oxygen per-selectivity. The experiment performed under the air/He

gradient at the temperature between 1123-1323K, resulted in which the oxygen

permeation reaching 5.3-9.3*10-6 mol  s-1 cm-2 with the thickness between 0.5mm and

2mm. [88]

La1-xPbxFeO3-δ(x=0.1-0.3): Doping with Pb in order to partial substitution of lanthanide

metals on the A-site will not only increase the electrical conductivity and oxygen

permeability with increasing the content of Pb, but also increase the phase stability of

the membrane. Compared with the pervoskite type of (La,Sr) O3-δ, it has better

performance for sulfur dioxide poisoning resistance. However, oxygen permeability

value of La1-xPbxFeO3-δ was less than La1-xSrxFeO3-δ since the oxygen flux limited by the

bulk ionic conductivity. [89]

La (Fe1-x Mx)O3-δ M=Ga,  Cr,  Fe,  Pb,  Ni:  The  oxygen  per-selectivity  increases  as  Cr

content increase, while oxygen per-selectivity decrease as Ni content decrease. [19]

La0.6Sr0.4Co0.8Fe0.2O3-δ : The increase of La content results in valence state

transformation of Fe and Co ions, which leads to the high oxygen permeability flux

value. The introduction of Fe ions to Co will restrain the transformation of Co (Co3+ to

Co2+) leading to stable phase. However, the oxygen flux value of the LSCF membrane

decreased significantly with the time whereas an air stream containing sweeping gas of

both CO2 and H2O impurities was introduced at a temperature of 810°C. The membrane

decomposed partially and the oxygen flux slightly decreased by the formation of

bicarbonate on the membrane surface. It can even cause a crack and deactivation

resulting in phase instability under the high Air/CH4 partial pressure gradient in long-

term operation. [30]

La0.6A0.4Co0.8Fe0.2O3-δ: The oxygen permeability follows the order Ba > Ca > Sr > Na > La

and the chemical/thermal stability: LaSrCoFe < LaBaCoFe. [19]
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La0.6Sr0.4Fe0.2B0.8O3-δ: the oxygen flux value decreases in the sequence of

Cu>Ni>Co>Fe>Cr>Mn. [30]

La(Ba)Co(Fe)O3-δ: La(Ba)Co(Fe)O3-δ was synthesized by liquid citrate method showed

good crystal structure, oxygen desorption ability and high permeation flux value. It was

indicated that the introduction of Ba contributing to lower the oxygen permeation

activation energy leading to the rise of the oxygen flux. Doping Fe in the materials with

higher Ba content has not clear correlation with oxygen permeability, but provided the

perovskite structure stability by decreasing the thermal expansion coefficient. The

oxygen permeability follows the order: La0.2Ba0.8Co0.2Fe0.8O3- δ > La0.3Ba0.7Co0.2Fe0.8O3-δ >

La0.6Ba0.4Co0.8Fe0.2O3-δ > La0.6Ba0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3-δ With the increase content of Ba, the

oxygen permeability increases due to the formed high oxygen vacancies and low

average bond energy (ABE) of La0.2Ba0.8Co0.2Fe0.8O3-δ. [90] &[91].

BaCo0.7Fe0.2Nb0.1O3-δ: BCFN exhibits more stability than any other membrane materials

in  the  Ar,  H2,  and  CO2 atmosphere, which has been widely used for partial oxidation

studies of  the coke oven gas recently.  The total  conductivity  of  BCFN was 3.6S/cm at

600°C, which declined with the rise of temperature (600-650°C) due to the oxygen

desorption consuming the electron holes. However, the conductivity increased again

with  the  rise  of  temperature  above  650°C  .   Finally,  the  oxygen  permeability  was  5.5

ml/(min.cm2) in an experimental apparatus at 870°C under the air/helium oxygen

partial pressure gradient. Large radius size of Ba contributes to the tolerance factor to

be 1 as well as the increase the lattice free volumn (Fv). [90]& [92]
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Perovskite type: LaGaO3-δ (LGO)

Currently, cobalt containing perovskite membranes are limited in practical industry due

to [30]:

1) Low structure stability: collapses of membrane and unstability under high oxygen

partial pressure and reducing environment.

2) High thermal expansion coefficient: may lead to crack easily, especially under a large

oxygen gradient resulting unstable of the phase structure.

Therefore, cobalt-free perovskite compounds such as LaGaO3 have been developed,

which incorporated with alkaline metals (Ba, Ca, and Sr) on A-site and transition metals

Fe, Co, Ti, Cr, Ni on Ga (B-site) can form La(A)Ga(B)O3.

La1-xMxGaO3(M=Ba, Ca, Sr): Doping alkali metals to A-site will decrease the overall

electric conductivity, but could also increase ionic conductivity value which depends on

the doping metal type. The ionic conductivity follows the order: Sr>Ba>Ca. Doping Sr

will increase the electric conductivity and electric conductivity is highest with x=1. [93]

(La,Sr)Ga1-zMzO3-δ (z=0-0.2): Doping Fe, Co, Ni metals on B-site will increase the ionic

conductivity, but adding Ti, Cr to Ga-site will decrease the ionic conductivity. (La,Sr)Ga1-

zNizO3-δhas high oxygen permeability but low chemical stability. [93]

LaxSr1-xGayFe1-yO3-δ: The oxygen permeability follows the order La0.2Ba0.8Co0.2Fe0.8O3-δ>

La0.3Sr0.7Ga0.2Fe0.8O3-δ > La0.6Sr0.4Ga0.8Fe0.2O3-δ> La0.6Sr0.4Ga0.2Fe0.8O3-δ. With the increasing

of Ba content, the activation energy will decrease and less energy is required to

overcome the force for oxygen ion migration leading to increase in the oxygen flux.

Doping Fe into B-site provides the perovskite structure stability. [94]

La0.15Sr0.85Ga0.3Fe0.7O3-δ: Due to La0.6Sr0.4Co0.8Fe0.2O3-δ membrane having low

thermal/chemical stability, doping high valent Ga to partial substitute Co metal could

improve their thermal/chemical stability performance because Ga only shows +3 valent
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in the membrane (low expansion coefficient). Ga provides more stable valance bond

than Co. LSGFO has higher oxygen permeability than LSCFO due to Ga increasing the

oxygen vacancies in  the membrane.  It  was found that  doping Fe metals  to B-site has

more thermal stability than doping Co and Ni, however, it shows low oxygen flux value.

[90]

La0.7Sr0.3Fe1-yGayO3-δ (y=0, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 1): was investigate as catalysts for methane

combustion of which it shows the highest activity. At 600°C, 90% methane conversion

was attained with La0.7Sr0.3Fe0.7Ga0.3O3-δ, while the conversion of methane was as low as

10% with La0.7Sr0.3GaO3-δ. The Fe content in the mixed oxides had strong influence on

their structures and surface characteristics, however, the high cost and unstable of

phase stability limits its application. [73]& [95]

LaGa1-x-yCoxMgyO3-δ: Using Mg, Al as partial substitution of Ga increases electric

conductivity and  especially  doping  with  Mg  leads  to  an  increase  in  oxygen

nonstoichiometry, electronic and oxygen ionic conductivity because of the

transformation of transition metal ions [26]. Increasing the amount of the cobalt

content results in the increase in the electrical conductivity and thermal expansion

coefficient, while increasing amount of magnesium concentration leads to oxygen

permeation limited by bulk diffusion [96].

La1-xAxM1-yByO3-δ (A=Sr2+, Ln3+, Ce4+; M= Fe, Co, Ga; B=Co, Fe, Mg, x=0.1-1mol, y=0.1-

0.5mol), the electric conductivity will increase by doping with Fe and Co.

La0.85Ce0.1Ga0.3Fe0.65Al0.05O3-δ: Under 900°C, perovskite structure is stable in the

condition of 20 vol% CO2 + He atmosphere for 100h and the oxygen flux reaches

1.23*10-7mol s-1 cm-2.

BaCe0.15Fe0.85O3-δ: The oxygen flux of BaCe0.15Fe0.85O3-δ increases with the increasing

content of Fe and has high thermal/chemical stability.
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Ba0.5Sr0.5Zn0.8Fe0.2O3-δ: has good thermal/chemical stability and the highest oxygen flux

among the cobalt free membranes.

BaZr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3-δ (BZCF): The thermal/chemical stability of this membrane is greater

than of BSCF, however, its oxygen flux is half of BSCF. It provides good stability under

an air/helium oxygen chemical gradient for partial oxidation of methane at 900°C and

the methane conversion reaches 96-98%, with CO selectivity being with 98-99%. After

the experiment, the membrane was characterized by XRD, SEM and EDX. It was shown

that the perovskite structure has phase inversion but the perovskite structure was

maintained. [45]

BaCo0.4Fe0.4Zr0.2O3-δ: It was found that it was difficult to synthesize the pure phase BCFZ

since  the  Zr4+ ion is relatively large for occupation of B-site. Therefore Zn, which

exhibits constant state, was chosen to substitute Zr in BCFZ. [70]
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